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The strongest wish of the customer concerning chemical pulp features is consistent, uniform
quality. Variation may be controlled and reduced by using statistical methods. However,
studies addressing the application and benefits of statistical methods in forest product sector
are scarce. Thus, the customer wish is the root cause of the motivation behind this dissertation.
The research problem addressed by this dissertation is that companies in the chemical forest
product sector require new knowledge for improving their utilization of statistical methods.
To gain this new knowledge, the research problem is studied from five complementary
viewpoints – challenges and success factors, organizational learning, problem solving,
economic benefit, and statistical methods as management tools. The five research questions
generated on the basis of these viewpoints are answered in four research papers, which are
case studies based on empirical data collection.
This research as a whole complements the literature dealing with the use of statistical methods
in the forest products industry. Practical examples of the application of statistical process
control, case-based reasoning, the cross-industry standard process for data mining, and
performance measurement methods in the context of chemical forest products manufacturing
are brought to the public knowledge of the scientific community. The benefit of the
application of these methods is estimated or demonstrated.
The purpose of this dissertation is to find pragmatic ideas for companies in the chemical forest
product sector in order for them to improve their utilization of statistical methods. The main
practical implications of this doctoral dissertation can be summarized in four points:
1. It is beneficial to reduce variation in chemical forest product manufacturing
processes
2. Statistical tools can be used to reduce this variation
3. Problem-solving in chemical forest product manufacturing processes can be
intensified through the use of statistical methods
4. There are certain success factors and challenges that need to be addressed when
implementing statistical methods
Keywords: Statistical methods, Variation reduction, Problem solving, Pulp and paper
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1 Introduction
To be able to survive in competition, organizations must exploit every possible
opportunity to improve their performance. Opportunities must be identified, analyzed,
prioritized and actions based on them finally executed in an effective way. Lessons must
be learned from previous actions to be able to avoid making the same mistakes twice and
on the other hand to avoid re-inventing the wheel.
Especially in a mature industry where cost cutting is imperative, such as pulp & paper,
the margins compared to rivals are minimal. The potential of the whole organization
including suppliers and other stakeholders has to be utilized. Utilization of the potential
is possible in full only with appropriate processes in place.
This dissertation focuses on the field of industrial engineering and management (IEM),
particularly on quality management. It deals with the phenomenon of organizational
learning linked with variation control and reduction using statistical methods in the
context of the chemical forest products industry.

1.1 Background and research environment
At the moment, the pulp and paper industry in Finland is close to turmoil as a large
structural change is ongoing. Traditional products, such as printing papers, are declining
and paper machine capacity is being shut down. At the same time, chemical pulp is
exported in an increasing amount to Asia and the end product segments of packaging and
tissue papers are growing. The quality consciousness of the new market customers for
chemical pulp is increasing, which is constantly setting higher demands on product and
service quality. The key customer requirement concerning features of chemical pulp is
consistent, uniform quality (Roisum 1990).
Approaches and tools for controlling, improving and managing processes are numerous.
Quality management is one concept that incorporates principles of how to approach this.
Quality management is based on the ideas of W. Edwards Deming, Joseph Juran, Philip
Crosby, and Kaoru Ishikawa (Sousa, Voss 2002). Quality management is seen as an
umbrella for various initiatives such as quality award models (e.g. Baldrige, EFQM),
quality management standards (ISO 9000), total quality management (TQM), lean and
six sigma. However, in the context of the forest product sector, literature concerning the
use of quality award models (Tanninen 2008) or statistically oriented approaches
connected to quality management (Mendel 1987, Walshire 1990, Armstrong 1991,
Fellers, Gilson & Sams 1992, Ho, Henriksson 1992, Young, Winistorfer 1999, LatvaKäyrä 2001) is not abundant.
The learning processes of an organization depend on its environment and type of business.
Scale-intensive process industry, such as pulp and paper manufacturing, is more
incremental than for example, an information-intensive business (Tidd, Bessant & Pavitt
2005). The collective learning of an organization is core competence (Prahalad, Hamel
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1990), which is learned using dynamic capabilities (Helfat et al. 2007). Organizational
learning means the process of improving actions through better knowledge and
understanding (Fiol, Lyles 1985). Systems thinking is essential for a learning organization
(Senge 1993) as tacit paradigms have to be questioned to be able to learn profoundly
(Argyris 1999). Learning is more productive in dialogue and collaboration than in a
dictating and forceful way (Ford 1992, Senge 1993). Organizational learning may be
measured using learning curves (Argote 1999). Learning and knowledge sharing in an
organization may be presented using the SECI (Socialization, Externalization,
Combination, and Internalization) model (Nonaka, Takeuchi 1995). Tools for knowledge
accumulation and sharing include manuals, books and routines.
All work is a series of interconnected processes that are in interaction. All processes have
variation. Understanding and controlling this variation accelerates and facilitates the
development of processes (Britz et al. 2000, ASQ 2004). Statistical methods provide a
chance to learn. Statistical practices and tools, such as control charts (Grigg, Walls 2007b)
contribute to organizational learning. Deviation presents a situation where the events of
reality are outside the models limits or the model is not accurate enough. By finding out
the cause of the deviation, it is possible to learn and include the accumulated knowledge
in the model. Models (e.g. case-based reasoning, CBR (Kolodner 1992)) can serve as
organizational memory that is independent of individuals.
In a chemical pulping process, the incoming wood raw material, if it is in the form of
logs, is first treated mechanically (chipped) to reduce particle size adequately for a
digesting sub-process. The raw material may also have already been chipped when it
arrives at the mill. Different species of wood chips are mixed according to product recipes
and screened to remove unwanted fractions. The prevailing digesting process type for
producing unbleached wood based pulp is kraft cooking. In kraft cooking, wood chips are
treated with a white liquor containing sodium hydroxide and sulfide at high temperature
(>150°C) to remove lignin from the fiber matrix. The outcome of a kraft cooking process
is usually measured by using the kappa number (Gustafsson et al. 2011).
The dissolved lignin remains in the black liquor, which is evaporated to a high dry matter
content (70-80%) and then burned in a kraft recovery boiler. Burning releases energy so
that a modern pulp mill is a net energy producer. Chemicals remain in the smelt, which
is dissolved into green liquor and further regenerated into white liquor using burnt lime
(CaO) from the lime kiln.
Cooked, unbleached kraft pulp slush is oxygen delignified and bleached usually using
oxygen, chlorine dioxide and hydrogen peroxide as bleaching agents and sodium
hydroxide, sulfuric or hydrochloric acid as pH-controlling agents. After every reactor, the
pulp is washed, usually using countercurrent wash liquor circulation. Finally, the pulp is
pumped or conveyed to the on-site customer or dried on a drying machine into pulp sheets
containing 90% dry matter. The pulp sheets are stacked and baled and then transported to
the customer.

1.2 Focus and positioning of the study
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The existing facilities producing pulp in Finland are major operations. They may use over
three million cubic meters of wood raw material and produce over 500 000 metric tons of
pulp every year. This means over 170 truckloads of wood to the mill site every day as
mills are run continuously 24/7 except for a maintenance shutdown once a year. The
economies of scale are so convincing that even bigger facilities are being built; the cost
of a greenfield pulp mill project exceeds 1 billion euros. Processes are highly automated
and only a few persons are needed to run them.
In the case described in this dissertation, the manufacturing organization of a pulp mill is
led by a mill manager who is also the owner of the management process. Process
management has been applied extensively in the case company since 2000. The
production manager reports to the mill manager and is the owner of the pulp production
process. The production manager is the supervisor of the operations manager (owner of
the production planning and steering of operations process), fiber line operation engineer
(owner of the development of fiber line cost efficiency and the quality of the pulping
process) and area specialists, as well as the recovery line operation engineer (owner of
the development of energy efficiency and recovery of chemicals process) and area
specialists. Shift engineers are also the operation manager’s direct reports. Shift engineers
and their direct reports, the operators, work in five shifts continuously, typically located
in three or four control rooms (wood handling, chemical pulping, recovery and pulp
drying) and the pulp warehouse. Every shift lasts eight hours. The typical number of
persons in the mill at nighttime could be as low as 17, including the shift engineer. The
pulp mill organization, of course, has people for other functions, such as safety, too.
Maintenance is partly performed by the persons working on the shift, but mostly it is
outsourced to a regular partner, including the ownership of the maintenance steering
process. In technical process development, the mill receives assistance from common
company resources as well as from specialists from machine suppliers.
Some typical characteristics attached to a pulp mill organization are found in the
literature. In Finland, most of the personnel are male. For instance, compared to the
teaching sector, the management is less people-oriented (Auer, Bamberg 2003).
Production volume is very important. While the production target is being pursued, minor
things, such as the repair of gauges, are often neglected. Different shifts and different
operators have different strategies for process control (Fellers, Gilson & Sams 1992).
Process measurements are calibrated only reluctantly in a sufficient way and the
mathematical models used in process optimization do not receive whole-hearted support
either (Mendel 1987).
The purpose of this dissertation is to find pragmatic ideas for companies in the chemical
forest product sector to improve their utilization of statistical methods.

1.2 Focus and positioning of the study
One perspective of this study is learning, especially the learning that happens in
organizations. The theories introduced in this study are related to academically driven
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organizational learning research (Argyris 1999) as it is seen as complementing and
running parallel to continuous improvement as a dynamic capability (Anand et al. 2009).
On the other hand, the literature covering learning organization and systems thinking
(Senge 1993) has been consulted. Knowledge accumulation and sharing (Nonaka,
Takeuchi 1995) is discussed, especially in the case of exploiting the knowledge gathered
from earlier solved cases (Kolodner 1992).
The second perspective of this study is quality management and especially continuous
improvement and problem solving based on data. Data is processed by statistical methods
to get information for fact-based decision making. The basic ideas of quality management
and using data in decision making come from the work of Gosset (Student 1908), Fischer
(Fisher 1925, Fisher 1935), Shewhart (Shewhart 1931) and Deming (Deming 1986), thus
dating back almost a hundred years. Continuous improvement refers to the learning curve
(Argote 1999) and its desired steady improvement. As continuous improvement is not
possible after a certain limit without changing the system (Deming 1986), systems
thinking and statistical procedures (e.g. six sigma (Breyfogle 2003), cause and effect
study (Britz et al. 2000)) are referred to. Continuous improvement is usually implemented
in the form of an initiative; several such formats are compared to a framework described
in the context of statistical thinking (Britz et al. 2000). The emerging phenomenon, big
data, is not discussed, as the scale of data processed in this study does not qualify for the
definition of big data: “large (from terabytes to exabytes) and complex (from sensor to
social media data)” (Chen, Chiang & Storey 2012), although some of the capabilities
connected to big data overlap with this study.
The third perspective of this study is the industrial context. The area of application is
manufacturing in a scale-intensive process industry. When focusing further, the viewpoint
is the forest product industry and there, especially, the chemical sector. The literature
dealing with learning connected to the use of quality management processes and
especially statistical methods in the chemical forest product sector is scarce, thus
providing motivation for this thesis. Figure 1.1 illustrates the research focus of this study.

1.3 Research objectives and questions
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Figure 1.1 Research focus of the study

1.3 Research objectives and questions
Although the customers’ need for uniform product and process variability reduction is
almost a mantra in the chemical forest product sector, there is insufficient research into
the methods to decrease variation (e.g. statistical methods) and the measurable economic
benefit of applying them. A modern chemical pulp mill is highly automated, but despite
the various online sensors and advanced process control systems, people make the
decisions in the end. The motivation for this research is thus generated from the fact that
research concerning the application of statistical methods in the chemical forest product
sector and the benefit generated by it is insufficient. This dissertation takes a holistic
approach on the subject as it is discussed from managerial, economic, and technical
angles. In this thesis the aim is to find out how to successfully apply commonly used
statistical methods in a specific industry context. The research problem addressed by this
dissertation is:
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Companies in the chemical forest product sector require new knowledge to
improve their utilization of statistical methods.

This problem is studied from five complementary viewpoints – challenges and success
factors, organizational learning, problem solving, economic benefit, and statistical
methods as management tools - and the research questions (Table 1.1) are generated based
on these viewpoints.
Table 1.1 Research questions

RQ#

Research question

RQ1

What are the challenges and success factors when utilizing statistical methods
in chemical forest industry operations?

RQ2

How can statistical methods act as a means of organizational learning in
chemical forest industry operations?

RQ3

How can statistical methods contribute to problem solving in chemical forest
industry operations?

RQ4

What is the economic benefit when utilizing statistical methods in chemical
forest industry operations?

RQ5

How can statistical methods be utilized as management tools in chemical
forest industry operations?

1.4 Outline of the thesis
This dissertation consists of an overview and four research publications. Chapter 1
introduces the background, focus, objectives, and structure of this dissertation. Chapter 2
deals with the theory of learning in an organization, especially from the viewpoint of this
dissertation and details relevant to it. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical foundation of
statistical thinking and methods application. Different procedures and methodologies on
the field are compared. Barriers and benefits connected to successful implementation of
statistical methods are also reviewed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces the research
approach and methodology of the thesis. Chapter 5 presents the research findings, paper
by paper. Chapter 6 explains the research contributions and practical implications and
finally, in Chapter 7, the work is summarized. An outline of the thesis is presented in
Figure 1.2.

2.1 Learning processes are path-dependent
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Figure 1.2 Outline of the thesis

2 Organization learns
Chapter 2 discusses the theory of learning in an organization, especially from the
viewpoint of this dissertation and details relevant to it. Organizational learning is studied
concerning the use of statistical methods.

2.1 Learning processes are path-dependent
A firm’s learning processes are path-dependent. The path is constrained by the present
state of technological knowledge and the firm’s competences. Firms may be divided into
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five different technological trajectories by their approach to innovation (Tidd, Bessant &
Pavitt 2005):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Supplier-dominated (such as dairies, meat processing)
Scale-intensive (such as pulp & paper manufacturing firms)
Science-based (such as Orion, Nokia)
Information-intensive (such as SAP, quick loans by SMS)
Specialized suppliers (such as Metso Paper)

Scale-intensive industry consists of complicated processes and builds on earlier
experience gradually. The process industry is defined by Lager (Lager 2002):
"Process industry is production industry using (raw) materials to manufacture nonassembled products in a production process where the (raw) materials are processed in
a production plant where different unit operations often take place in a fluid form and the
different processes are connected in a continuous flow."
Typical for scale-intensive industry is incrementalism in innovation, due to the high risk
connected to big changes (Tidd, Bessant & Pavitt 2005). According to Woerter (Woerter
2009), the paper industry is more homogenous and because of that less innovative than
most other industries, some of them capital- and scale-intensive process industries.
However, Mendonça (Mendonça 2009) claims that low-tech industries (including paper)
are significant contributors of cutting-edge technological innovations. In the process
industry, commitment of top management, customer focus, trust, and training correlate
more with the outcome of TQM initiatives than in discrete production (Jayaram, Ahire &
Dreyfus 2010).

2.2 Core competencies are learned by organizations
Core competencies are the collective learning of an organization (Prahalad, Hamel 1990),
when it combines skills and technologies to produce something unique or at least hard to
imitate for the market. The sustainable competitive advantage of firms lies in their core
competencies. A firm needs to focus on a set of core competencies, as it is unlikely to
reach world leadership in many fundamental competencies. Core competencies may also
become core rigidities, meaning that flexibility is lost and the firm is unable to react to
changes in the business environment (Tidd, Bessant & Pavitt 2005, Woerter 2009). Core
competencies are built through continuous improvement that may even span decades
(Prahalad, Hamel 1990).

2.3 Dynamic capabilities
“A dynamic capability is the capacity of an organization to purposefully create, extend
or modify its resource base” (Helfat et al. 2007)

2.4 Organizational learning and the learning organization
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Dynamic capabilities are the firm's ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and
external competences to address rapidly changing environments. Dynamic capabilities
thus reflect an organization's ability to achieve new and innovative forms of competitive
advantage, given path dependencies and market positions (Teece, Pisano & Shuen 1997).
Eisenhardt and Martin (Eisenhardt, Martin 2000) claim that a firm's dynamic capabilities
are in its routines and that they can be defined as best practices.
The most critical dynamic capabilities in a firm are the processes that ensure effective
integration and learning. In innovation strategy, both are done together. Building
organizations that are capable of continuous learning is one of the major tasks of
innovation strategy. In integration and learning, this is effective when practitioners move
across organizational boundaries transferring tacit knowledge (Tidd, Bessant & Pavitt
2005).
High involvement in innovation means that the whole organization's power to innovate is
exploited. This can be accomplished using approaches like kaizen or lean. High
involvement innovation is not a quick fix but takes years and a lot of work (Tidd, Bessant
& Pavitt 2005). A continuous improvement initiative may serve as a dynamic capability,
if the organizational context is appropriate. The ability to modify operating processes
through organizational learning is a dynamic capability. As a matter of fact,
organizational learning may be seen as a common underlying theory for both continuous
improvement and dynamic capabilities (Anand et al. 2009).

2.4 Organizational learning and the learning organization
The literature discussing the phenomenon of learning in an organizational context is
divided into two main branches. The organizational learning branch is considered
academic and descriptive, whereas the learning organization is considered the area of
practitioners (Argyris 1999, Sun, Scott 2003). Organizational learning means the process
of improving actions through better knowledge and understanding (Fiol, Lyles 1985). The
learning organization is defined as an organization that is continually expanding its
capacity to create its future (Senge 1993).
A model of single and double loop organizational learning was originally proposed by
Argyris and Schön (Argyris, Schön 1978). In this model, learning happens in two ways
based on feedback loops, see Figure 2.1. An organization may learn by achieving a
desired outcome, or match. The actions taken produce the intended outcome. Another
opportunity to learn is a situation where the output of the process mismatches the desired
result. In the single loop, learning happens when actions (current behavior) are modified
to get the desired results, a match. In the double loop, variables governing learning
(underlying assumptions and values) are questioned and changed. The second loop of
learning is a demanding task, as some of the underlying beliefs are protected by
organizational defense mechanisms. The underlying beliefs and mental models may be
undiscussable even to the extent that the undiscussability is undiscussable (Argyris 1999).
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Figure 2.1 Single and double loop learning. Adapted from (Argyris 1999).

Peter Senge stressed the importance of systems thinking for a learning organization
(Senge 1993). According to Senge, the five disciplines for the learning organization are
systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models, team learning and building shared
vision.
Systems thinking plays a central role in avoiding organizational learning disabilities. The
same system produces the same results independent of the people acting in it; systems
cause their own crisis, not external forces, or individual mistakes. In stressing the system
itself as the cause of errors, Senge’s ideas are in line with Deming’s, who attributed the
majority of defects in process output to the system, instead of the people working in it
(Deming 1986). According to Senge, generative learning, which enhances the
organization’s capability to create its own future, cannot be based on reacting to events.
According to Deming, reacting to events leads to a process that is under statistical control
at best. After reaching a stable process (under statistical control), learning based on events
does not lead to further improvement, which in turn, causes frustration.
Mental models (Senge 1993) reflect the second loop of double loop learning (Argyris
1999). Mental models are underlying beliefs and key assumptions (tacit paradigms) that
may be based on insufficient facts. The incoherence in thoughts that creates mental
models may be dealt with through dialogue in learning teams. The organization’s
defensive routines (Argyris 1999) may hinder team learning until they are identified and
can be dealt with.

2.5 Managing learning in organizations
“First rule of learning: People learn what they need to learn, not what someone else
thinks they need to learn” (Senge 1993)
The basic message of Peter Senge in “The Fifth Discipline” (Senge 1993) is to shift from
a “controlling, authoritarian” organization to a “learning” organization, where the five
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disciplines - systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models, team learning, and
building shared vision, are mastered. Generally, a successful practice for motivating
people in the long term is collaboration and facilitation rather than dictating and forcing
(Ford 1992).

2.6 Knowledge accumulation, transfer and sharing
Knowledge can be divided into two categories depending on its form - tacit and explicit.
Tacit knowledge is learned by experience and communicated indirectly, whereas explicit
knowledge is codified and documented, e.g. in manuals, books and routines (Nonaka,
Takeuchi 1995). Tacit knowledge is the basis of effective management as well as its
deterioration, if inconsistencies of tacit knowledge are left unchallenged (Argyris 1999).
Tacit knowledge may also cause rigidity and resistance to change in the organization
because “we have always done it like this” (Virtainlahti 2009).
The learning of an organization can be presented using the SECI model (Nonaka,
Takeuchi 1995), where tacit knowledge is made explicit by externalization. Combination
occurs when explicit knowledge is shared and integrated through learning. Explicit
knowledge becomes tacit through experience (internalization). Tacit knowledge is shared
through socialization.

Figure 2.2 SECI model. Adapted from (Nonaka, Takeuchi 1995).

Organizations learn through a learning cycle (experiment, experience, reflect and
consolidate). The learned items must be codified or otherwise embedded (externalized =>
combined => internalized) in the organization’s routines. Otherwise they will be re-
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invented time after time. It is stated that audits or reviews would help in this matter (Tidd,
Bessant & Pavitt 2005).
As an example of a capital-intensive process industry, nuclear power plants have some
similar features to pulp and paper mills. Nuclear plants have a long operational life
(initially 30-40 years). As a result, they must be modernized from time to time technically,
while at the same time maintaining the skills and competencies of employees over several
generations. Systems facilitating organizational learning in nuclear power plants are
feedback of operational incidents, peer reviews, yearly planning, regular audits, and
safety reviews (Wahlström 2011).

2.7 Measuring organizational learning
Organizational learning may be measured using learning curves. Learning curves present
e.g. the share of defective products as a function of cumulative output or productivity
increase over time. There are significant differences between organizations’ learning,
which is caused for instance by differences in knowledge retention (organizational
forgetting) (Argote 1999).
In a study conducted across 108 companies, it was found that management of knowledge
did not correlate with bottom-line business results. Instead it is claimed that business
performance is increased by a results-driven approach to managing knowledge rather than
by a general sharing-enabled approach (Lucier, Torsilieri 2001). This also reflects the
division of knowledge into declarative (know what) and dispositional (know how)
categories. Dispositional knowledge is learned by practicing, and it gives the ability to
respond to actual situations (Brown, Duguid 2001).

3.1 What are statistical methods?
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This dissertation studies the utilization of statistical methods in the chemical forest
product sector and the potential benefit of applying them. This chapter studies the
background and application of statistical methods in general using a general framework
to which different concepts are compared. Successful implementation of statistical
methods in general and in the forest product sector in particular is studied. The benefits
of the use of the statistical methods are discussed.

3.1 What are statistical methods?
There are several definitions of statistics or statistical methods. Two of them are:
”Statistics is concerned with finding out about the real world by collecting,
and then making sense of, data.” (Wild 1994)
“Statistics is both the science of uncertainty and the technology of
extracting information from data.” (Hand 2011)
Statistical methods are connected to the positivistic research tradition, experimental
studies, and surveys as research paradigm and to quantitative research (4.1). Statistics
may be divided into descriptive and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics is used to
describe a sample quantitatively. Inferential statistics refers to larger populations and
includes testing hypotheses and making estimates based on samples. Doing inferential
statistics requires that certain assumptions be met. The assumption mostly used is “normal
distribution.” Some of the methods described below (such as basic control charts (Figure
3.3) or capability analysis (3.3.4.1) are more or less based on (Wheeler, Chambers 1992)
normally distributed data. Statistical inference is considered more valid if the data of
controlled experiments is used instead of purely observational data. It still does not
guarantee that the degree of difference is meaningful (Salsburg 2001).

3.1.1

Evolution over time

William Sealy Gosset (pen name Student) wrote “The probable error of a mean” (Student
1908) over a hundred years ago. This article discussed experimenting with small samples
and was the basis for Student’s t-distribution. Gosset had interaction (Salsburg 2001) with
R.A. Fisher. The design of experiments (DOE) was introduced by R.A. Fisher in
“Statistical Methods for Research Workers” (Fisher 1925) and further in “The Design of
Experiments” (Fisher 1935). Gosset and Fisher used statistical methods in an agricultural
context, as Gosset worked for Guinness breweries and Fisher in an experimental
agricultural station.
The use of statistics, or statistical methods, in an industrial manufacturing context was
introduced in 1931 by Walter A. Shewhart, who in his work referred to Student and R.A.
Fisher. The base for statistical process control was laid down in Shewhart’s “Economic
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control of quality of manufactured product” (Shewhart 1931). Shewhart’s work was
popularized and carried on by his colleague W. Edwards Deming. Deming taught quality
management to Japanese managers after the Second World War and later gave his
fourteen “Principles for Transformation of Western Management” in the book “Out of
the Crisis” (Deming 1986).
Genichi Taguchi developed the design of experiments concept further and also introduced
the Taguchi loss function, which is used to measure the loss of poor quality to society
(Taguchi 1986). Other significant developers of DOE were George Box and Gertrude
Cox (Salsburg 2001).
John Tukey developed and introduced exploratory data analysis (Tukey 1977), which
partly led to projection pursuit methods such as principal components analysis, PCA
(Eriksson et al. 2001). Projection pursuit methods are used to find out lower dimensions
out of data that may have thousands of variables (Huber 1985). Lower dimensions are
analyzed like data of fewer variables with exploratory data analysis tools.

3.2 Statistical thinking – principles
In definitions of statistical thinking, it is variously described as thought processes that
recognize and reduce variation in everything we do (Snee 1990) or as combining the key
concepts of several improvement approaches, such as reengineering, total quality
management (Britz et al. 2000) or as referring to “looking at processes and situations in
light of variation and probability and having fundamental tools of statistical analysis at
the ready” (Coleman 2013).
Statistical thinking is a prerequisite for the successful use of statistical tools (Grigg, Walls
2007a, Grigg, Walls 2007b). According to the glossary and tables for statistical quality
control (ASQ 2004):
Statistical thinking is a philosophy of learning and action based on the following
fundamental principles:




All work occurs in a system of interconnected processes
Variation exists in all processes, and
Understanding and reducing variation are keys to success

Statistical thinking provides understanding for using statistical tools in the right context
to improve processes (Britz et al. 2000), Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Improvement using statistical thinking. Adapted from (Britz et al. 2000).

In chapter 3.3 of this thesis, statistical thinking is used as a framework to connect
applicable methods and tools for process improvement or in the problem-solving context.
A model for applying statistical thinking, Figure 3.2, (Britz et al. 2000) is compared to
other existing frameworks and tools, such as six sigma, the Toyota production system,
and CRISP-DM. Figure 3.2 is referred to step-by-step in chapter 3.3.

3.2.1

Six sigma

Six sigma was developed in Motorola in the 1980s. The company was able to reduce its
defect rate in semiconductor manufacturing by 95% between 1987 and1993. Six sigma is
a project-oriented, statistics-based approach for reducing variation from processes and
eliminating defects from products and services. The name six sigma refers to process
variation, which should be so small that the distance from the process mean to the
specification limit is six standard deviations (sigmas). This will result in a defect level of
a few parts per million (ppm). Six sigma projects are led by specially trained individuals,
“belts”, e.g. green belt, black belt, and master black belt. There is also a champion in the
six sigma structure. The champion is a business leader, who sees that relevant projects
are selected and project teams get adequate resources so that they can deliver results. Six
sigma projects are executed using the DMAIC process (Define, Measure, Analyze,
Improve, and Control phases). Different phases utilize typical statistical and continuous
improvement tools, such as cause and effect diagrams or SPC. The projects are selected
and measured based on their economic impact. The most successful deployments have
been made using a top-down strategy, as the commitment and participation of top
management are of utmost importance. Other keys to success are the use of the
organization’s top talent and a supporting infrastructure (Montgomery, Woodall 2008).
However, the high cost of six sigma implementation, as extensive training is required, is
often considered a barrier to deployment. Also, fear of statistics and data may impede the
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use of the six sigma approach. There is a gap in the literature that limits learning, as there
are no case reports of failed implementations available (Saja, Antony & Sarina Abdul
2015).

3.2.2

CRISP-DM

CRISP-DM is an acronym for Cross Industry Standard Procedure for Data Mining.
CRISP-DM was developed by a group of data analysis specialists from several companies
in the late 1990s (Chapman et al. 2000). CRISP-DM does not promote any particular
software or methods in problem solving (Anand et al. 2007). The CRISP-DM hierarchical
process model consists of six top-level phases: Business understanding, Data
understanding, Data preparation, Modeling, Evaluation, and Deployment. The top- level
phases are divided into second-level, generic tasks. Generic tasks in turn are divided into
specialized tasks and they are divided into process instances. For example, in the
modeling phase one task is to select the modeling technique. One of the specialized tasks
in this example would be to select a suitable modeling technique for chemical forest
product process troubleshooting. The fourth-level process instance could be for example
to describe and document which modeling technique was selected and why. The tasks
and instances are selected according to the characteristics of the problem domain and the
actual data set. CRISP-DM stresses the inclusion of the business point of view in data
mining. It also recognizes the iterative nature of data mining (Chapman et al. 2000).
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Figure 3.2 A model for applying statistical thinking. Adapted from (Britz et al. 2000).

3.3 Applying statistical thinking
3.3.1

Describing and understanding the process

Creating a flowchart (Figure 3.2, Describe the process) gives an understanding of how
the process is actually performed and what steps of the process are not agreed on (Britz
et al. 2000). Value stream mapping and spaghetti diagrams expose non-value-adding
process steps (Liker 2004) and “hidden factories” (ReVelle 2013). The six sigma process
also includes describing the process needing improvement with a macro-level SIPOC
(Supplier-Inputs-Process-Outputs-Customer) process map as well as creating more
detailed flowsheets to understand the process (Breyfogle 2003). In CRISP-DM, the
business understanding phase at least partly covers this step, as the business objectives of
the process should be understood before proceeding further (Chapman et al. 2000).

3.3.2

Data collecting

To understand the current situation, in addition to describing the process, its performance
should be assessed using key measurement results (Britz et al. 2000), Figure 3.2, Collect
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data on key measures. In the six sigma DMAIC process, the measure phase contains
making a data collection or sampling plan (Breyfogle 2003). The CRISP-DM data
understanding phase includes acquiring and loading the initial data (Chapman et al. 2000).
In the six sigma context, the measurement system performance is emphasized (Breyfogle
2003). For a measurement system to be good enough for process improvement purposes,
the variation should be a maximum of 30 % of total process variation (Breyfogle 2003,
AIAG 2005).
In measurements where observations are recorded at a relatively fast sampling rate
compared to the process change rate, the observations are not independent (Bisgaard,
Kulahci 2005).

3.3.3

Assessing stability

The basis for statistical process control (SPC) is the division of process variation into
common cause variation and special cause variation. Common cause variation is always
present. Analyzing and acting based on common cause variation in a stable system
without changes to the system leads to no improvement; in fact, it may deteriorate the
process. Most of the problems are due to the system, i.e. common cause variation
(Deming 1986, Marquardt 1999). Special causes make the process output differ from the
predicted variation. Special causes are attributable to single process inputs or other
disturbing factors, such as extreme weather (e.g. a thunderstorm causing an electrical
power failure). When a detected special cause is removed, the system regains stability.
Control charts (Figure 3.3) are used to separate common cause variation from special
cause variation, Figure 3.2, Assess stability. Although a control chart itself is a valid tool
even when a process is unstable or even if the data is not normally distributed (Wheeler,
Chambers 1992), some common statistical tools, such as t-tests or ANOVA, are not valid
for unstable processes (Britz et al. 2000).

Figure 3.3 An example of a control chart

The basic and the most powerful rule in detecting a special cause when using control
charts is one point out of three sigma limits (Deming 1986, Wheeler, Chambers 1992).
There are also other detection rules, or patterns, when an out of control situation can be
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detected (Wheeler, Chambers 1992). It is, however, stated that using rule one (one point
outside 3 sigma limits) is sufficient for most control chart applications (Wheeler 1995).
The six sigma procedure uses control charts in the measure phase to characterize the type
of variation in the process. CRISP-DM does not make a distinction between common
cause and special cause variation as such. However, outliers are detected in the data
understanding phase when exploring data and verifying data quality (Chapman et al.
2000).

3.3.4

Improving a stable process

3.3.4.1

Capability evaluation

When the process is stable and special causes are few, process capability can be assessed
(Figure 3.2, Evaluate capability) and predicted. Assessment is done by comparing process
variation against goals or specifications (Britz et al. 2000). Commonly used metrics are
capability ratios, for example, Cpk (AIAG 2005), or sigma levels (Breyfogle 2003). DNS
(Distance to Nearest Specification) has also been proposed (Wheeler, Chambers 1992).
Capability evaluation is done to give information for decision making on further variation
reduction. Process capability index Cpk is defined as:
 (USL   ) (   LSL ) 
C pk  min 
,






(3.1)

where USL is the upper specification limit of the process, LSL is the lower specification
limit of the process, μ is the process mean and σ is the process variation (standard
deviation). The sigma level tells how many standard deviations is the process mean
distance to the nearest specification limit. The 6-sigma level corresponds to short term
Cpk=2 (taking into account a 1.5 sigma shift of the process mean) and to long term Cpk=1.5
(corresponding to a 3.4 ppm defect level) (Breyfogle 2003). DNS expresses the same
thing (Wheeler, Chambers 1992). DM-CRISP is not reported to include process capability
evaluation, nor is the Toyota production system.
3.3.4.2

Common cause variation analysis
"Exploratory data analysis is detective work" (Tukey 1977)
“The purpose of data analysis is to facilitate human understanding of data”
(Wild 1994)

The primary goal of analyzing common cause variation (Figure 3.2, Analyze common
cause variation) is to detect and isolate possible sources of this variation. Tools of EDA,
Exploratory Data Analysis (NIST/SEMATECH 2013, Tukey 1977) are usually used in
the six sigma analyze phase and CRISP-DM data understanding phase. Typical for EDA
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are for example simple graphical tools such as scatter plots, histograms and box plots
(NIST/SEMATECH 2013). Exploratory data analysis is used to get a general view of the
explored environment. It is more intuitive and flexible in nature than confirmatory data
analysis (using tools such as the t-test). Both exploratory and confirmatory data analyses
are needed. Exploratory data analysis is used to formulate the questions; confirmatory
data analysis gives the answers (Tukey 1980). Exploratory data analysis tools may well
also be used to analyze special cause variation (3.3.5.2 Potential root cause identification).
The Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) is considered a
general and industry-independent approach to data mining. CRISP-DM is a general
process and does not promote particular methods or software in problem solving (Larose
2005, Anand et al. 2007). EDA is used in the CRISP-DM data understanding phase
(Chapman et al. 2000). The analyze phase of the six sigma DMAIC (define, measure,
analyze, improve, control) includes the use of EDA tools to screen out the potential key
input variables of the process (Breyfogle 2003). Other powerful tools to characterize and
analyze large datasets are projection pursuit methods, such as PCA (Principal Component
Analysis) and PLS (Partial Least Squares) (Eriksson et al. 2001).
Variability issue analysis in a continuous chemical process has some special features that
need to be taken into account. The amount of variables is typically large, as processes are
complex and highly automated. The variables are in mutual interaction and are correlated
to each other as symptoms of variability go through the processes. The symptoms caused
originally by the same source can be observed in hundreds of measurements (Saarela
2006). In the pulping process, the key output variables, such as kappa number, are heavily
autocorrelated (Ho, Henriksson 1992, Latva-Käyrä 2001). Autocorrelation impedes the
use of statistical methods that are designed for statistically independent time series.
Measurement variability is another typical challenge in the process industry, as it may
make up half of the variability in end product quality properties (Marquardt 1999).
3.3.4.3

Cause and effect study

Causality can be studied (Figure 3.2, Study cause and effect) further using cause-andeffect diagrams (Britz et al. 2000). Analysis of common cause variation may lead us
closer to potential root causes, but analyzing without utilizing the findings does not
improve anything. Correlation does not equal causality, either (Huff 1991). It is sensible
to test the impact of the identified potential root causes or their countermeasures before
final implementation. A cost-effective tool for this is Design of Experiments, DOE
(Fisher 1935). In the six sigma procedure, DOE is part of the improve phase (Breyfogle
2003). CRISP-DM focuses on cause and effect in the data preparation and modeling
phases. The validity of the model (e.g. impact of hypothesized root causes) is tested in
the evaluation phase (Chapman et al. 2000).
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Planning and implementing changes

If and when the changes needed to improve process performance have been developed,
the implementation should be carefully planned (Figure 3.2, Plan and implement
changes). In addition to technical modifications, changes may also be organizational
issues (Britz et al. 2000).
In the six sigma DMAIC process, control charts are one of the main tools used to prevent
the improved process from deterioration after improvements have been made within a six
sigma project. Control charts are also used in the measure (M) phase to differentiate
between common cause and special cause variation. The control chart itself does not
guarantee that the results gained will be maintained. Management and the supporting
infrastructure also have a major impact in sustaining the improvement (Breyfogle 2003,
Nonthaleerak, Hendry 2008).
In CRISP-DM data mining, the project results are implemented in the deployment phase,
which includes a monitoring and maintenance plan to prevent the incorrect use of data
mining project results (Chapman et al. 2000).

3.3.5

Problem solving (stabilizing process)

If the process is not under statistical control, it is unstable and special causes are
disturbingly frequent and numerous. In many cases the root causes behind instability are
obvious and no sophisticated analysis is necessary to detect them (Wheeler, Chambers
1992). Key parameter readings may improve when implementing SPC, but reacting to
special causes is simply putting the processes in statistical control, e.g. returning it to
normal or stabilizing the process (Deming 1986, Britz et al. 2000, Makrymichalos et al.
2005). If the expectations are to improve the process endlessly just by reacting to special
causes, it may lead to a path of frustration, because the progress stops when all the special
causes have been eliminated (Deming 1986). Another noteworthy consideration is that
special causes are not part of the process, so removing them seldom requires fundamental
process changes (Britz et al. 2000).
The overall generic problem-solving strategy suggested by Britz et al. (Britz et al. 2000),
is presented in Figure 3.2, address special causes.
3.3.5.1

Problem documentation

The first step in problem solving is to document the problem and the symptoms, Figure
3.2, Document the problem. The Kepner-Tregoe ATS (Analytic TroubleShooting)
problem-solving procedure uses “Is/Is not” analysis, which helps in further steps to
identify the root causes (Kepner, Tregoe 1997). Toyota uses a practical 7-phase problemsolving process, where the first step is to document the problem. It is considered important
to know the situation and background thoroughly before trying to analyze for root causes
(Liker 2004). Attempting to solve an inadequately defined or documented problem is a
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common mistake (Britz et al. 2000), especially for subject matter experts. Documentation
of the problem also reflects the check phase of the Shewhart (or Deming or Plan-DoCheck-Act) cycle (Deming 1986, Britz et al. 2000). A control chart is also a good way to
document the magnitude, time, and frequency of the (special cause) problem (Britz et al.
2000). In case-based reasoning (CBR), problem documentation reflects case feature
indexing, which in turn dictates how relevant cases are retrieved to help in the problem
solving (Kolodner 1992).
3.3.5.2

Potential root cause identification

Identifying potential root causes for special causes takes place after defining and
documenting the problem thoroughly (Kepner, Tregoe 1997, Britz et al. 2000, Liker
2004), Figure 3.2, Identify potential root causes. Tools for identifying root causes include
for example the 5 whys (Britz et al. 2000, Liker 2004), cause-and-effect, fishbone or
Ishikawa diagrams (examples Figure 3.4, Figure 5.2) (Deming 1986, Wheeler, Chambers
1992, Britz et al. 2000), structured brainstorm (Britz et al. 2000, Slåen, Mantere 2000)
and in Kepner-Tregoe’s process, the establish possible causes phase (Kepner, Tregoe
1997). Data-based tools, such as Pareto charts (Deming 1986, Wheeler, Chambers 1992,
Liker 2004), stratification, and scatter plots are also used (Britz et al. 2000). Case-based
reasoning (CBR) uses earlier documented experience and compares present conditions to
cases on a database. Based on this comparison, previous similar cases are retrieved and
solutions for the present situation are proposed. As the validation of a diagnosis is easier
than generating a diagnosis, CBR may speed up problem solving as an augmentation for
human memory (Kolodner 1992).

Figure 3.4 An example of a cause and effect diagram (in Finnish)
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Solution choice

Choose best solutions, Figure 3.2, is teamwork with the help of an affinity diagram,
interrelationship digraph, multi-voting, and subject matter knowledge (Britz et al. 2000).
In the Toyota production system, the ‘5 why’ analysis is used to generate countermeasures
to remove or mitigate root causes (Liker 2004). A structured, participative teamwork
method, OPERA, is also used in choosing the best solution by multi-voting (Slåen,
Mantere 2000). CBR may produce suggestions for solutions in addition to diagnostics of
the root causes. The choice of solution is done in CBR by proposing a ballpark solution
and adaptation phases, where the possible solutions are chosen from the retrieved ones
and then adapted to the current situation. Also, the criticize phase is part of the solution
choice, before it is tried (Kolodner 1992).
3.3.5.4

Implementing and testing solutions

Implement/test solutions, Figure 3.2 reflects the act phase in the PDCA cycle. An
implementation and testing solution should preferably be done on small scale in the first
steps (Deming 1986). The same challenges that are mentioned in 3.3.4.4 Planning and
implementing changes are also present in implementing solutions for special cause
removal. According to the author’s own experience too, this is often the bottleneck in
solving problems. In the Toyota production system, organizational issues are tackled by
trying to reach consensus before taking action (Liker 2004).
3.3.5.5

Measuring results

It is not advisable to declare success before it is confirmed (Figure 3.2, Measure results).
Confirmation of permanent changes may be done with control or Pareto charts (Britz et
al. 2000). The case-based reasoning evaluate phase judges the goodness of the solution.
(Kolodner 1992). CRISP-DM also has an evaluation phase where the results are
confirmed (Chapman et al. 2000). All the above-mentioned methodologies involve a
feedback loop that returns the problem-solving process to an earlier step if the results do
not implicate a solved problem.
3.3.5.6

Standardizing

Once the problem is solved and the process is stabilized, it is worthwhile preventing the
problem from happening again (Britz et al. 2000), Figure 3.2, Standardize. The most
effective way to prevent recurring is to remove the root cause totally. Automated control
may be used to prevent recurring. Control charts will help detecting the recurrence of a
special cause, but will not remove it (Breyfogle 2003). Standardized tasks are one of the
basic principles in the Toyota production system. They enable bureaucracy that at the
same time guarantees predictable process outcome and empowers employees to
continuously improve their processes (Liker 2004). If CBR memory is updated with the
results of implemented solutions, learning takes place and the next problem-solving
situation has a larger source of cases and maybe more fitting solutions. (Kolodner 1992).
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3.4 Successful implementation of statistical methods
3.4.1

Prerequisites

Successful implementation of statistical methods requires an understanding of variation
and statistical thinking, especially from top management. Lack of statistical thinking is a
hindrance for the successful use of statistical tools (Grigg, Walls 2007a). When quality
management programs (such as six sigma) are integrated with the business strategy and
implemented in the organization routines, the chance of succeeding is more likely than
with standalone applications (Asif et al. 2009).
Top management support is found to be a critical factor for successful statistical methods,
e.g., SPC implementation, in most of the studies performed on the subject
(Rungtusanatham, Anderson & Dooley 1999, Antony, Taner 2003, Elg, Olsson &
Dahlgaard 2008, Asif et al. 2009).
Other factors identified as impeding success in SPC implementation are poorly
constructed control charts based on invalid assumptions, inadequate interpretation of
control chart patterns, lack of reaction to special causes, insufficient expertise in the
organization, inability to choose the right variables for statistical control and incapable
measurement systems (Rungtusanatham, Anderson & Dooley 1999, Antony, Taner 2003,
Grigg, Walls 2007a, Grigg, Walls 2007b).
One specific challenge in using statistical methods in the pulp and paper industry has been
the lack of external market pressure (Young, Winistorfer 1999). Autocorrelation of data
makes the use of statistical methods trickier than when dealing with independent time
series (Armstrong 1991, Latva-Käyrä 2001). Reluctance to use mathematical models
(Mendel 1987) and to calibrate and maintain measurements in a sufficient way is also an
impeding factor (Mendel 1987, Fellers, Gilson & Sams 1992). There may be different
control strategies between different shifts and different operators and production volume
is priority number one (Fellers, Gilson & Sams 1992). Generally, in process industries,
the relationship between process variables and end product properties is not fully known
and understood and measurement variability is excessive (Marquardt 1999).

3.4.2

Quantifiable benefits

The questions stated, when proposing the use of statistical thinking and statistical
methods, are: “Are they of any practical value? How much money are we going to make
with this?”
The aim of using statistical methods is to understand and control variation (Britz et al.
2000). The Taguchi loss function states that all deviation from the target increases the
total cost associated with variation (Taguchi 1986, Taguchi, Clausing 1990).
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where L represents loss, m is the target value, y is the actual value, and k is the coefficient
derived from a known state. Thus there is no clear borderline between good and poor
performance. Instead, the cost increase due to deviating from the target value can be
considered as roughly quadratic. The loss is intended to concern the whole value stream
(or society, as Taguchi originally puts it), so a deviation from the target increases e.g. the
supplier’s, manufacturer’s, customer’s or other stakeholder’s cost. Unfortunately, there
seem to be no cases available in the literature where the Taguchi loss function has been
applied and costs in real money reported.
In the pulp and paper industry, the cost of variation has been studied in relation to energy.
It is advisable to adjust the process to compensate for seasonal variation. Short-term
variation impact on energy savings is approx. 10% (Persson, Berntsson 2010). By
implementing advanced process control systems in different Brazilian pulp mill
departments, annual savings from individual projects (10 projects) and departments vary
from 0.5-6 million USD/annum (Ribeiro et al. 2013).

3.5 Organization learns through statistical methods
Control charts (3.3.3, Figure 3.3) can be used as a means of organizational learning. When
control chart patterns are adequately interpreted and special causes are analyzed, they
lead to actions when and only when needed. Corrective actions bring the process back
under control and improvement actions remove the root causes. When corrective and
improvement actions are documented, e.g. in cause-and-effect diagrams (Figure 3.4) and
implemented in routines, they will become part of the organization’s memory. However,
if the loop of learning does not lead to actions, it demoralizes the personnel and control
charts may lose credibility (Rungtusanatham, Anderson & Dooley 1999, Barber, Eduardo
Munive-Hernandez & Keane 2006, Grigg, Walls 2007b).
A six sigma project ends with the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and
Control) process control phase. The outcome of this phase is a control plan, which
documents the measures that need to be taken to sustain the improvements attained
(Breyfogle 2003). This documentation is part of the organization’s memory. The
deployment phase of the CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Procedure for Data
Mining) procedure produces a monitoring and maintenance plan, which is meant to help
in avoiding incorrect usage of data mining results (Chapman et al. 2000). This
documentation is also part of the organization’s memory.
In case-based reasoning, the memory update phase is connected to organizational
learning. When new solutions have been found or old ones have been adopted for new
situations and improved or removed as obsolete, the indexing of features plays a crucial
part. Indexing dictates how the cases are retrieved when a solution is needed again
(Kolodner 1992).
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Models act as an organizational memory. In the pulp and paper industry, there have been
reported cases of using models in process monitoring (Tervaskanto et al. 2012, JämsäJounela et al. 2013).
Even though lessons learned are documented and implemented in models, an organization
can be absent-minded. Relentless visualization and bringing problems out into the open
help to improve processes (Liker 2004).

3.6 Statistical methods summary
Statistical methods, especially in the context of quality management, are related to the
work of Gosset, Fisher, and Shewhart. Statistical thinking has further developed from the
concepts created by these pioneers. Statistical thinking is the basis for successful use of
statistical methods. Statistical thinking is based on three fundamental principles (ASQ
2004):
1. All work occurs in a system of interconnected processes
2. Variation exists in all processes, and
3. Understanding and reducing variation are keys to success
There are several procedures and methodologies for using statistical and problem-solving
tools. Some of them (statistical thinking, six sigma, SPC, DOE) recognize the difference
between common cause and special cause variation, while others (CRISP-DM, Toyota
production system, EDA, CBR, ATS) do not. Statistical thinking emphasizes
characterization of the problem, whether is it common cause or special cause variation,
and choosing different procedures accordingly.
Subject matter knowledge is required in both problem solving (special cause variation)
and process capability improvement (common cause variation) cases. Subject matter
knowledge is part of organizational memory, which can be augmented by using
standardized tasks, case repositories, cause-and-effect diagrams and documentation
connected to problem solving and process improvement cases.
The number one prerequisite for the successful implementation of statistical methods in
general is commitment by top management. It may be speculated that other inhibiting
factors, such as insufficient expertise, poorly constructed control charts, inability to
interpret charts and lack of reaction to special causes all derive from this factor. Process
industries and in particular pulp and paper manufacturing also face specific challenges
that are of a more technical nature, such as data autocorrelation and poor measurement
process capability.
A reduction in production process variation reduces costs. However, there are few reports
of the benefits gained from statistical methods applications in the pulp and paper industry,
although some financial figures of advanced process control system implementations and
savings potential due to seasonal variations in energy usage are available.

4.1 Background of research approaches
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4 Research approach and methodology
A researcher needs to make choices up to the moment a study has been finalized and
submitted for review. The choices made by the researcher include the overall research
strategy and methodologies used. This chapter introduces the underlying philosophy and
choices made in this study.

4.1 Background of research approaches
A researcher needs to make philosophical choices based on ontological and
epistemological questions. Ontology refers to how the studied phenomena is positioned
and understood in relation to the existing reality. Epistemology deals with obtaining
information about the phenomena under study. Answers to ontological and
epistemological questions guide the selection of research tradition. The selected tradition
– positivism or hermeneutics – is the basis of the research strategy. The research strategy
means the aggregate of the methodological solutions that are used in a study. The
selection of the research strategy as well as individual research methods depends on the
chosen study or its specific problems (Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara 1997, Olkkonen
1994).
Positivism refers to reality, facts we can observe and measure empirically. In positivism,
scientific research and theories describe phenomena and causal relationships. Reality is
seen to be independent of the observer’s values and interpretation. Hermeneutics refers
to the interpretation and understanding of phenomena. Interpretation depends on the
values of the researcher. In hermeneutics, the aim is to understand entire systems rather
than build exact models of parts of systems (Anttila 2014, Olkkonen 1994).
Paradigms have been evolved based on the above-mentioned research traditions.
Paradigm in this context means the way in which research is conducted. A paradigm
includes decisions concerning research logic, data, design, and categorizing research
results (Figure 4.1). Three traditional research paradigms (Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara
1997) are defined as follows:
1. Experimental study: one variable is manipulated and the effect on another
variable is measured
2. Survey: standardized data is acquired from a group of people
3. Case study: intensive, detailed information is collected from a single or few
cases
This thesis is based on the use of case studies.
Inductive research logic is used when proceeding from empirical results to theory,
generalizing from specifics. Induction may produce theories that replace and falsify the
pre-existing theories. Deductive research logic is applied when theory is used as the
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primary source of knowledge, deducing new hypotheses, which may be confirmed by
empirical experimentation. Deduction produces true results as long as the underlying
theory, the starting point, is true (Olkkonen 1994). Abduction mixes induction and
deduction. The abduction process may begin with empirical facts and a guiding principle
and proceed then to analyze, using a theory or a model to analyze a system. The abduction
process then returns to the empirical context to apply the results of the theoretical analysis.
Abduction differs from induction in the sense that the process does use an initial theory
(guiding principle) and relies in addition on empirical data (Anttila 2014). It is also
claimed that after the initial stages, all research becomes abductive (Gummesson 2000).
This thesis uses abductive research logic.
Quantitative research typically involves the use of numerical, quantifiable data.
Hypotheses are made based on earlier studies and theories. Experiments are designed and
outlined so that the data produced enables hypothesis testing with statistical methods.
Qualitative research aims to gather a holistic view of the studied phenomena in its existing
natural environment, utilizing multiple sources of qualitative data. In general, qualitative
research aspires to find and reveal facts while quantitative research validates existing
theories. Qualitative research applies inductive analysis as it aims to find the unexpected.
Quantitative and qualitative research may complement each other and alternate in the
course of a study (Anttila 2014, Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara 1997). In the case of
alternating and mixing quantitative and qualitative research, as is done in this thesis, a
mixed methods approach (Creswell 2003) is used.
Research results may be categorized into descriptive, normative, and explorative.
Descriptive research aims to describe phenomena. The means include process
descriptions, categorizing of phenomena, creating descriptive concepts, presenting
correlations, and explaining causalities. Normative research aims to find results that can
be used as guidelines (norms) when improving existing or designing new operations. The
results of this thesis are mainly normative. Exploratory research aims to find out what it
is about when entering uncharted territory. The result of exploratory research is a clearer
understanding of the researched phenomena (Olkkonen 1994).

4.1 Background of research approaches
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Figure 4.1 Research traditions, paradigms and their building blocks. Adapted from (Olkkonen
1994, Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara 1997, Anttila 2014)

The differences between positivism and hermeneutics are visualized in Figure 4.1. In
positivism, in its most typical form, deductions are made based on proven theories and
large sets of quantitative data that has been acquired according to a rigorous experimental
design. Results are descriptive and may be in the form of mathematical formulas or
models. The research is done in the natural sciences, such as physics or chemistry. In
typical hermeneutical research, induction is used based on concise qualitative data.
Results are explorative when dealing with a new area and trying to gather understanding,
or normative when the aim is to make improvements based on the research.
Hermeneutical research at its purest is done in the human sciences, such as theology or
esthetics (Olkkonen 1994).
The aim of industrial engineering and management research is to produce new knowledge
for the scientific community and at the same time contribute to business (Olkkonen 1994,
Gummesson 2000). Some practices are established in industrial engineering and
management research. A framework for industrial engineering research categorization
(Olkkonen 1994) is presented in Figure 4.2. There are five research strategies in the
framework: conceptual, decision-oriented, nomothetic, action-oriented, and constructive.
The descriptive – normative dimension reflects the results of the research. Descriptive
results describe the phenomena; normative results are guidelines for practitioners. The
theoretical – empirical dimension refers to data used in the research. Theoretical data is a
priori information available without experimentation whereas empirical data is collected
from the field or laboratory.
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Figure 4.2 Framework for industrial engineering research categorization, adopted from (Neilimo,
Näsi 1980, Kasanen, Lukka & Siitonen 1991)

The conceptual strategy aims at constructing new concepts and frameworks by reasoning.
The inputs for reasoning are earlier conceptual or empirical research results. The results
may be statements or recommendations or both.
The nomothetic strategy aims to explain causal relations based on empirical data. The
results may be mathematical formulas or tables.
The decision-oriented strategy aims to create problem-solving methods. The inputs for
deductive research are usually earlier knowledge of causal relations. The results may be
solutions to specified problems and are tested empirically.
The action-oriented strategy aims at understanding and sometimes improving. It uses
empirical data from a few cases as input for hermeneutical interpretation. The results may
be new hypotheses and theories, sometimes normative guidelines. There are some
subcategories in the action-oriented strategy based on the relationship between researcher
and research subject (Olkkonen 1994). One of these is management action research,
where the researcher actively acts as a change agent (Gummesson 2000). Management
action research is partly applied in the conducting of this thesis.
The constructive strategy, which is the main research strategy of this thesis, aims to create
a problem-solving method for a certain type of problem, not a specified case. Inputs for
constructive research are empirical data from a case, earlier theories, and solutions. The

4.2 Case study
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problem-solving methods are iteratively tested during the research process. The results
are new solutions, which are tested in practice and connected to theory.
Hermeneutic and positivistic traditions may well be used in the same study in turn.
Understanding the research area hermeneutically may be required for choosing the
research topic and formulating hypotheses before fixing the rigorous experimental plans
for positivistic research. Positivistic results may be inputs for hermeneutical research as
well. Industrial engineering and management research typically use both positivistic and
hermeneutic traditions, which has led to contradictions in tradition (Olkkonen 1994).
Qualitative and quantitative data may also be used in turn in the same study, like this
thesis, which is thus a mixed methods study (Creswell 2007, Yin 2014).
Four commonly used tests (Yin 2014) to establish the quality of any empirical research
are construct validity, external validity, internal validity, and reliability. Construct
validity is used to test that the research studies what it claims to study, i.e., measures are
sufficiently operational for the concept being studied. External validity deals with the
generalizability of the study findings beyond the study’s limits. Internal validity reflects
the valid interpretation of causality in a study, whether A caused B, or whether it is just
coincidence and not causal. Reliability aims to make sure that the same findings and
conclusions will be reached if a later researcher follows the same procedures.
The validity of qualitative research can be assessed by using the following criteria
(Creswell 2007):









Prolonged engagement and persistent observation in the field
Triangulation, using multiple sources and methods, investigators and theories to
provide corroborating evidence
Peer review
In a negative case analysis, refining hypotheses until they fit
Clarifying the research bias from the outset of the study
Member checking, letting the participants review the analysis and conclusions
Rich, thick description
External audits

4.2 Case study
“The change agent works with cases” (Gummesson 2000)
According to one definition, a case study is:
“A study that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and in its real world
context” (Yin 2014)
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The phenomenon may be investigated using one or a few cases in a bounded system.
However, the boundaries between the context and the studied phenomenon may not be
evident. A case study is seen to be applicable in qualitative research (Creswell 2007)
although quantitative research and positivistic research tradition (realism) are also
considered possible (Yin 2014). The variables of interest are more numerous than
available data points (cases). Case studies use multiple data sources, including
observations, interviews, documents, etc.
Case studies may be categorized, e.g. according to the number of cases, type of results,
and intent of cases. The number of cases can be single or multiple. Results may be
exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory (Yin 2014). The intent of cases can be
instrumental, collective, or intrinsic (Creswell 2007):




In an instrumental single case study, the researcher focuses on an issue and
selects one case to represent it
In an instrumental multiple (or collective) case study, the researcher focuses on
an issue and selects cases to represent it. This thesis falls into this category.
In an intrinsic case study, the focus is on the case itself (e.g. evaluating a
program)

Industrial engineering and management action-oriented and constructive research
strategies mainly use case studies (Olkkonen 1994). A subcategory of action-oriented
strategy is management action research. Management action research draws mainly from
the hermeneutic tradition. It emphasizes holistic understanding and the researcher’s
interactive role as a change agent in the organization (Gummesson 2000).
A special branch of action research is performing it in researcher’s own organization.
Action research in researcher’s own organization tends to be opportunistic, since the
research cases are usually selected from projects and events that would be done anyway.
There are political matters to be taken into consideration when conducting research as
action research by definition aims to change the status quo and this may be threatening to
existing organizational norms (Cochlan, Brannick 2010). As described in (Argyris 1999),
organizations tend to defend themselves, thus it is necessary to act in a politically astute
manner (Cochlan, Brannick 2010). An action research project may be divided into two
different parts. The first part is the core project, where the actual substance and changes
in the organization are handled. It is visible to the organization and the researcher plays
the role of manager or change agent in the organization. The second part is the academic,
or in the case of doing a dissertation thesis project. The different roles of the insider action
researcher may be a source of alienation. An integral part of action research, independent
of thesis writing or reporting, is reflection and learning during the project, especially
collaboratively (Cochlan, Brannick 2010).

4.3 Empirical data collection and analysis
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4.3 Empirical data collection and analysis
This thesis uses several data sources since it is based on four cases and case studies use
multiple data sources. As the thesis subject is connected to statistical methods,
quantitative data is used in the applications tested. However, in another dimension of the
thesis, qualitative data and methods are used to get a deeper understanding of the studied
phenomena of “how to do things right” in order to obtain benefits out of the applications.
The empirical data collection and analyzing process is described in detail below.

4.3.1

Data collection

The empirical data used in the thesis has been collected by







downloading from case company process databases
accessing case company documentation
workshop documentation
participant observation
interviews
simulations

The majority of the data is quantitative, such as the technical process variable
measurement data drawn from process databases and simulation data. Qualitative data
consists of opinions and views of personnel expressed in interviews, workshops and the
everyday working environment and also of rigorous root cause analysis documentation.
One way to triangulate and improve the validity of a study and get a deeper understanding
of the studied phenomena is to use multiple sources of evidence (Creswell 2007, Yin
2014).
Papers II and III draw more from qualitative data than papers I and IV. The data in Papers
II and III is based on use of applications in the organization’s actual everyday work. Thus
qualitative personnel feedback and root cause analyses done by personnel were available.
I also worked as a change agent in the organization, especially in the case studied in Paper
II, which gave excellent access as a participant observer. Paper I uses an expert workshop
as input at the beginning of the study process. In Paper IV, problem-solving case data
includes interviews and improvement team meetings in addition to quantitative case data.

4.3.2

Data analysis

As most of the data in the thesis is quantitative, it is analyzed by quantitative methods,
i.e., exploratory and confirmatory data analysis; statistical methods, in other words. The
statistical methods and tools used in this thesis include process maps, data collection
plans, measurement system analysis, control charts, principal components analysis,
cause-and-effect diagrams, case-based reasoning, Pareto charts, box plots, scatter plots,
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and correlation. A detailed description of the process of how statistical methods can be
used is found in 3.3.
The statistical analysis application on quantitative data is one dimension of this thesis.
Economic figures can be ranked, as they are quantitative. However, economic figures do
not necessarily give an unambiguous answer to the question “how to do things right?”
The answer is of course dependent on the researcher’s values and thus the researcher is
entering the interpretive tradition of hermeneutics and qualitative analysis. Yin (Yin
2014) proposes four overall approaches in case study analysis:
1. Relying on theoretical propositions. This approach relies on reflecting on the
theories and propositions that have led to the case study.
2. Working your data from the “ground up.” This inductive approach emphasizes
analyzing data without reflection on earlier theories.
3. Developing a case description. This refers to describing the case according to a
descriptive framework.
4. Examining plausible rival explanations. This approach refers to using rival
hypotheses, e.g. the intervention did not produce the outcome, but it was due to
some other influence.
This thesis relies on earlier theoretical propositions and seeks confirmation of whether
they are valid in the cases studied. Earlier findings and theories are consulted, research
questions are formulated based on them, and case findings are compared to earlier
knowledge. In Papers I to IV, earlier designed processes or methods in other contexts are
brought into the case context and tried. Based on the organization’s feedback and
researchers’ opinion, an assessment of their applicability is made. The research questions
are answered on the basis of the assessment.

4.3.3

Data collection and publications on a timeline

Data for Paper II was collected first on an actual timeline (starting at the beginning of
2000), Figure 4.3. The idea of this dissertation emerged only at the end of the events
covered by Paper II. The statistical process control implementation project covered in
Paper II was my first contact with statistical methods. I have been learning and
implementing statistical methods ever since. When the project began, I was working as a
fiber line engineer in the case company. I acted as a change agent and taught and trained
the mill personnel in the implementation and also acted as the project manager in the
software implementation. During that time, a Master’s thesis worker (the co-author of
Paper II) was doing her thesis (Tiainen 2004), and the idea of a dissertation began to take
shape. The development work connected to SPC implementation studied in Paper II
included work for another thesis (Jokipii 2004). Later phases of SPC use were studied in
a third thesis (Rivasto 2010). The author only became familiar with the concepts of the
learning organization and organizational learning (2.4) after composing Paper II when a
lot of things began to make more sense.
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Data collecting

Paper I
Paper II

Data collecting

Publication

Paper III

Data collecting

Paper IV

Data collecting

Publication

BB
Year

Publication

MQ

Publication

Forest cluster doctoral program

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Start of PhD
studies

PhD
dissertation

Figure 4.3 Thesis timeline

Work done for Paper III was the next on the timeline, Figure 4.3. At this time I was
already working as a manager in the joint R&D function of the company and had decided
to start the dissertation. My co-authors were from an outside institute and we were
working together in a joint project, where several cases and companies were involved in
addition to the case presented in Paper III. We used the cause and effect diagrams and
special cause analysis documentation created and accumulated in the Paper II SPC
implementation as the case base for application in Paper III.
Paper IV studied a separate problem-solving project, but it was carried out in the same
mill as the cases in Papers II and III. I had gained my six sigma black belt certification
(Figure 4.3, “BB”) before this project took place. My co-author was again from an outside
institute and performed the analysis in the first part of the project. In addition to the work
published in Paper IV, I had the mill personnel perform a mill-scale multivariate
experiment (10 variables, 16 runs, 100 response measurements/run) in the same project,
only to find that the variation we managed to create on the response measurement (kappa
number) was noise. Although learning is also possible from mistakes, this one was not
published. Kappa number variation was studied in more detail in a thesis (Arvela 2003)
conducted earlier in this particular process and in a journal article (Rayal et al. 2005)
based on samples taken in the DOE implementation described in the thesis (Arvela 2003).
The work for Paper I was the last in the timeline, Figure 4.3, beginning with an idea
session in the summer of 2012 in Tampere. It was done jointly with a researcher from the
university and a specialist from a machine supplier. The need came from a crossfunctional large project together with the parent company’s other divisions (led by the coauthor from the case company), where possible ways to decrease raw material usage were
charted and in which the university specialist participated. Log loading was identified as
one of the opportunities with high potential in the project. The researcher from the
university provided simulation results. Data was acquired from two company mills that
were different from the mill in the other papers. Together with the researcher from
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university, we tested and assessed the usability of different estimation methods using at
first the simulated and then the mill data.
In addition to the publications, my certification in the Helsinki University of Technology
Master of Quality program (Figure 4.3, “MQ”) and participation in the Forest Cluster
Doctoral Program have also been included in the timeline as they had crucial parts to play
in the outcome.

4.4 Summary of the research approach and methodological choices of
the thesis
A summary of the research approach and methodological choices is presented below and
visualized in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 The research approach of the thesis in general

The research tradition applied in this thesis lies between positivistic and hermeneutic, as
does most industrial engineering and management research (Olkkonen 1994). Despite the
extensive use of statistical methods in the cases, the idea is to understand “how to do
things right.” Thus the tradition applied in this thesis is slightly more hermeneutic than
positivistic.
The research in this thesis is based on using cases. There are multiple (four) cases, which
revolve around the same basic questions: how to apply statistical methods and what is the
benefit? Thus the multiple cases can be considered instrumental.

4.5 Reflections on research approach and methodology
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The research logic used in this thesis is abduction. What might work in the context of
these cases is deduced from existing theories and published results. Based on the
applications in the cases, generalizations are made inductively. Thus the logic alternates
during this research and can be categorized as abduction.
In this thesis the aim is to find out how to apply generally used statistical methods in a
specific industry context successfully. The constructive research strategy, by its
definition, aims to create a problem-solving method for a certain type of problem. Inputs
for constructive research are empirical data from a case, earlier theories and solutions, as
is done is this thesis. The problem-solving methods are iteratively tested during the
research process, which can also be identified in this thesis. The results are new solutions,
which are tested in practice and connected to theory, also done is this thesis. The only
factor that is an addition to the constructive research strategy definition present in this
thesis is the active change agent role in paper II, which hints at the direction of the actionoriented research. Thus this thesis uses a mainly constructive research strategy.
The research data used in this thesis is both quantitative and qualitative, as mentioned
above in 4.3.1. The qualitative analysis approach relying on theoretical propositions is
used as the basis in this thesis when dealing with the understanding of “how to do things
right”. Quantitative data is analyzed with numerous methods. Research data analysis is
described in more detail in 4.3.2.
Normative research aims to find results that can be used as guidelines (norms) when
improving existing or designing new operations. The research results of this thesis are
normative as they aspire to answer the question “how to do things right?”

4.5 Reflections on research approach and methodology
“Reflection is the process of stepping back from experience to question it and to have
insights and understanding with a view to planning further action” (Cochlan, Brannick
2010)
I did case study research in and on my own organization as an insider, meaning that I
was a complete member of the organization and wanted to remain a member after the
research was completed (Cochlan, Brannick 2010). A good part of this research,
especially the part reported in Paper II, can be classified as action research.
As an insider doing research in my own organization I had a role duality as both a
change agent and a development manager doing my everyday job as an internal
consultant or a problem-solving specialist facing a hard nut to crack. On the other hand,
I was an academic, trying to connect the real world events, the core project (Cochlan,
Brannick 2010), to theory and to complete my thesis project. This role duality acts as a
channel between academia and practice. The role duality may cause role conflict,
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feelings of detachment and of being an outsider in both roles, which admittedly I have
sometimes felt. In my case, I work as an internal change consultant and a researcher in
own organization, which seems to lessen the confusion somewhat among other
personnel about the dual role. Being an insider naturally provides excellent access to the
organization.
When beginning the dissertation I had a strong grasp of statistical methods and thought
I knew how to use them in the chemical forest product context. Preunderstanding also
included the chemical forest production processes, as I did my MSc on pulping
technology and have worked in the industry since 1986. At the start of my thesis project
I also thought that I knew how and why an organization adopts new methods and
procedures. However, a great excitement on my own learning journey has been caused
by the huge leap from technology orientation to beginning to understand organizational
learning. During the course of this thesis project, I have been able to connect the events
in my own organization to theories of organizational learning. This connecting has
happened especially when compiling this overview, drawing from emergent literature.
Regarding reflection, collaborative reflection was present at its purest during the core
project of Paper II, when having follow-up training and feedback sessions with the mill
personnel. The sessions and seminars in the Forest Cluster Doctoral Program were
essential for reflection in the thesis project, as I did not work as a member in any other
research group. Guidance from academic supervisors and workshops with co-writers
were a crucial part of the reflection.
The cases for the thesis were selected opportunistically. The cases selected provided the
opportunity to experiment with existing or newly acquired knowledge and were part of
the normal job that would have been done in any case. This is considered typical for
insider action research (Cochlan, Brannick 2010).

5.1 Paper I - Estimation methods of log loading performance in industrial
debarking for the kraft pulping process
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5 Findings in research
The research findings of the individual research papers are presented in this chapter. The
research questions are answered via the research papers.

5.1 Paper I - Estimation methods of log loading performance in
industrial debarking for the kraft pulping process
Paper I gives partial answers to research questions 4 and 5 (Figure 5.1). Paper I studies a
situation where process measurements are not adequate for controlling and estimating the
day-to-day performance in the wood handling of a pulp mill. A set of estimation methods,
some of them commonly used in other industries, is proposed for controlling and
estimating purpose. Paper I also gives an economic benefit estimate for the
implementation of the methods discussed and thus quantifies the economic impact of
controlling log loading.

Figure 5.1 Contribution of Paper I to research questions

The aim of Paper I was to develop suitable methods for estimating the quality of log
loading. Wood raw material needs to be debarked before further processing in a pulp mill.
The debarking process may cause a wood raw material loss from 1% to 5%. Uniform log
loading to the debarking process is essential to minimize raw material loss. In a mediumsized pulp mill (debarking 2 000 000 m3/annum), the economic potential of debarking
wood loss optimization is 700 000 USD/annum for every wood loss percentage point
reduced.
Seven methods to estimate the quality of loading were developed to indicate the
difference between good and bad performance in log loading.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Taguchi Loss Function (Taguchi 1986)
Egg Timer (Womack, Jones 1996)
Defect Count
Process Performance Index (AIAG 2005)
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5. Sample standard deviation
6. Pipe Method
7. Evenness of Process Input

These seven methods were first tested with simulated data to verify their sensitivity. In
the second stage, the methods were applied to mill data to find out their usefulness in
daily mill life. The seven tested methods were able to detect differences between
simulated cases as well as between different mills and mill cases.
Five of the methods can be applied in mill production control. A combination of two to
three of the methods is recommended. This set of estimation methods can be used as a
management tool as targets may be set and monitored based on them.

5.2 Paper II - A case of implementing SPC in a pulp mill
Paper II partially answers research questions 1, 2, 3, and 5 (Figure 5.2). This paper studies
a case where statistical process control (SPC) is implemented in a pulp mill organization.
It shows that the success factors for SPC implementation are in line with other industries,
although there are specific challenges concerning the pulp and paper industry. Paper II
also indicates that SPC can act as a means of organizational learning in the pulp and paper
industry and shows one example of how to manage this learning process.

Figure 5.2 Contribution of Paper II to research questions

5.2 Paper II - A case of implementing SPC in a pulp mill
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Paper II identified the challenges and success factors of SPC implementation in a pulp
mill. The generic success factors detected in this study were:












Integration with business strategy
Top management support/commitment/actions
Control chart constructed correctly and based on valid assumptions
Control chart correctly interpreted and acted on
Statistical expert in the organization (awareness of methods)
Statistical thinking
Adequate measurement system
Training and education in SPC
Knowledge of which parameters to monitor
Quality maturity
Feedback and learning

The findings in Paper II mostly further confirm the earlier reported factors for successful
SPC implementation (Rungtusanatham, Anderson & Dooley 1999, Antony, Taner 2003,
Grigg, Walls 2007a, Grigg, Walls 2007b, Elg, Olsson & Dahlgaard 2008, Asif et al. 2009,
Montgomery 2009).
Paper II detected some challenges reported specifically for the pulp and paper industry:





Autocorrelation of data
Excessive measurement variability
Limited process knowledge and understanding of the relationship with process
measured property and product functionality
Reluctance to use mathematical models

Measurement variability has been reported to be a challenging problem specific to the
process industry (Marquardt 1999). This was also present in the case studied in Paper II.
The autocorrelation of data is a specific challenge concerning the use of SPC in pulp and
paper production processes (Armstrong 1991, Latva-Käyrä 2001). The autocorrelation of
data was present, especially in automatic online measurements that produce observations
at a relatively fast sampling rate compared to the process change rate (Bisgaard, Kulahci
2005). Feedback from the personnel concerning the selection of the parameters for SPC
charts suggests that the process is not fully understood. This supports the earlier reported
lack of knowledge on the relationship between the measured property and product
functionality (Marquardt 1999) as well as the fact that the organization was dealing with
the problem of having a limited knowledge of their own processes (Rungtusanatham,
Anderson & Dooley 1999, Antony, Taner 2003). Based on personnel feedback, it seems
that matters that are perceived as being of minor importance for the production volume
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are sometimes neglected. This is in line with an earlier report (Fellers, Gilson & Sams
1992). The full potential of control charts was not utilized, which suggested a reluctance
to use mathematical models (Mendel 1987).
Paper II identified ways how SPC acts as a means of organizational learning in the pulp
and paper industry by:




Bringing problems out into the open
Promoting co-operation between different organizational units and levels
Sharing and documenting the organization’s knowledge in cause and effect
diagrams and special cause analysis

Paper II also supports the earlier reported demoralizing effect of a broken loop of learning
that does not lead to actions (Rungtusanatham, Anderson & Dooley 1999, Barber,
Eduardo Munive-Hernandez & Keane 2006, Grigg, Walls 2007b).
Paper II showed that cause and effect diagrams improved professional abilities in solving
technical problems.
From the management point of view, Paper II introduced a process for reacting to and
handling disturbances that was created, assessed, and developed further. The key process
variables were emphasized by monitoring them using control charts.

5.3 Paper III - Lime kiln diagnostics with case-based reasoning
Paper III partially answers research questions 2 and 3 (Figure 5.3). Paper III describes a
system where lime kiln disturbance data is analyzed mathematically in real time using
predictive feature parameters. Based on the analysis and former indexed disturbance
diagnoses, diagnosis of the causes is suggested to facilitate problem solving. Indexation
is optimized to maximize the ratio of correct suggestions to false suggestions.

5.4 Paper IV Diagnosis and economic impact of operational variability – a case 57
in the chemical forest industry

Figure 5.3 Contribution of Paper III to research questions

The case-based reasoning (CBR) method (Kolodner 1992) proposed in this paper
promotes organizational learning, as it is used to manage and provide a relevant part of
the organizational memory for use on demand on separate mill sites of the same company.
Sharing information between production units mainly aims at longer-term process
improvement.
Problem solving is facilitated and accelerated by using the proposed method. The main
tool for supporting acute process disturbance solving is a similarity search in the case
base. Combining information on cases from different production facilities is also valuable
when troubleshooting occasional faults for which a single mill could provide only a little
data.

5.4 Paper IV Diagnosis and economic impact of operational
variability – a case in the chemical forest industry
Paper IV partially answers research questions 1, 3, and 4 (Figure 5.4). Paper IV studies a
demanding variability problem-solving case in a pulp digesting process. The applicability
of using the CRISP-DM (Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) framework
(Chapman et al. 2000) for continuous process problem solving is shown and the economic
impact of variability is estimated.
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Figure 5.4 Contribution of Paper IV to research questions

Paper IV identified the challenges of data analysis and CRISP-DM application in a pulp
mill context and proposed a way to use the CRISP-DM procedure in continuous process
problem solving.
The challenges of data analysis and CRISP-DM application detected in Paper IV were:





Autocorrelation of data
Symptoms of the same variation source were detected in several variables
Limited process knowledge
Models for problem solving become invalid once the problem has been fixed

Time series characteristics (e.g. autocorrelation) complicate the estimation of statistical
significance in pulp and paper processes. In large data sets, multicollinearity may
invalidate the use of statistical tools designed for independent variables (Larose 2006). In
Paper IV, defective equipment was found only with the aid of statistical methods, because
knowledge of the process was not sufficient to identify the source of variation.
Paper IV described a detailed step-by-step example of how to proceed in continuous
process problem solving using the CRISP-DM procedure.
The study in Paper IV provided tools for estimating the economic consequences and
payback time. When producing bleached kraft pulp, excessive variation in the kappa
number of digested pulp causes problems in the downstream processes of screening,
washing, and bleaching. Chemical consumption and thus variable cost versus kappa
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number variation was analyzed and correlation found. The Taguchi loss function was
found to be consistent with the empirical variable cost data. The Taguchi loss function
may therefore be used in variability cost estimation in a pulping process.

5.5 Reflections on the case organization
What has happened in the organization since the papers were written? Have the changes
made been sustained and improved? Have the proposed improvements been
implemented? I shall try to answer these questions below.
The methods proposed in Paper I for estimating log loading have not yet been
implemented in the actual production control of the case company.
The SPC implementation reported in Paper II was researched in an MSc thesis (Rivasto
2010). The process had deteriorated due to lack of management commitment, missing
sense of purpose, and modest improvement efforts. The thesis reports that out of 64
improvement suggestions gathered from earlier thesis works and personnel feedback
collected in 2004, only 14 were implemented and only one was in use in 2009. For the
thesis, 25 persons from different organizational levels of the case mill were interviewed.
17 of them said that SPC-connected action somehow lacks a sense of purpose. 14
indicated that the SPC process functions unsatisfactorily and 12 were of the opinion that
management support was inadequate. A questionnaire based on an earlier publication
(Rungtusanatham, Anderson & Dooley 1999) for the whole personnel (127 invitations
sent/51 replies) was replicated as part of the MSc thesis, which further confirmed the
observations from the interviews. In other words, what had succeeded in
implementation (Paper II) took a serious nosedive during the sustaining and further
development phases. After the research and improvement suggestions generated from it,
management decided not to direct any more efforts to the existing SPC implementation
and it was shut down in 2010. Personally, this was a huge disappointment.
Nowadays, the SPC methodology learned on the Paper II project is used in the case
company production monitoring laboratories, mainly to keep the measuring systems
under statistical control. The organization has a process in place to document and handle
disturbances, but they are not identified based on control charts. A product quality
indicator system based on the pulp manufacturing process key input variables has been
developed and was implemented companywide in 2013. Unlike separate SPC charts,
this quality index combines several input variables and produces a number that is
monitored and can be drilled down and tracked back to different inputs.
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Paper III introduced an intelligent system that helps to identify the causes of
disturbances. The implementation in the actual production processes has not been done.
The process problem solving approach described in Paper IV has been in active use
among the few specialists capitalizing on data analysis tools in the case company.
Somehow, merely using the words “data” and “statistical” seems to put a lot of people
in the case organization on the defensive. This fear of data has also been reported in the
literature (Saja, Antony & Sarina Abdul 2015).
What about organizational learning and the learning organization, when looking
backwards on the timeline? The positioning of the case company is in the scaleintensive process industry, which builds gradually on existing processes, and where
improvement is mostly incremental. In this type of industry, the commitment of top
management correlates more with the outcome (Jayaram, Ahire & Dreyfus 2010) than
in discrete production, which can be seen in the downfall of SPC by 2010 (Rivasto
2010). On the other hand, an organization has to focus on its core competences
(Prahalad, Hamel 1990), which may have been behind the decision to abort SPC or not
begin the implementation of novel methods, like those discussed in Paper I and Paper
III, in the frontline.
The loops of learning (Argyris, Schön 1978) resemble the processing of special cause
variation presented in Paper II and Paper III. Even the feedback loops of CRISP-DM
discussed in Paper IV may be seen as loops of learning. The second loop of learning
may be a demanding task, because of the underlying, undiscussable beliefs (Argyris
1999). In Paper II, tacitly known problems had already been brought out in open
discussion as a result of the SPC implementation. More common awareness of the
targets in the organization and the improved communication between different
departments and organizational levels reported in Paper II were in line with Senge’s
ideas of open dialog as a way of dealing with tacit paradigms (Senge 1993).
The events that have occurred since Paper II are a sign of frustration due to staying on
the same level without continual improvement to the SPC process, root causes left in
place, and unimplemented improvement suggestions. This reflects the fact that
generative learning cannot be based on reacting to events (Senge 1993) and that after
reaching a stable process, learning based on special events does not lead to further
improvement, which, in turn, causes frustration (Deming 1986). The learning curve
(Argote 1999) can be seen in Paper II (Paper II, Figure 3), showing a big improvement
at first, then staying on the same level. This kind of curve is also shown as an example
of the path of frustration in Deming’s “Out of the crisis” (Deming 1986). When no more
measurable improvement from learning is obtained, the organization grows frustrated.
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6 Discussion
The research questions have been answered in journal articles and a peer-reviewed
conference paper. The journal articles and the conference paper provide partial solutions
to the research problem. A list of the papers and their connection to the research questions
is presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Overview of research papers

Paper

RQ1

RQ2

RQ3

I

II

X

III

IV

X

X

X

X

X

X

RQ4

RQ5

Title

Publication

X

X

Estimation methods Nordic Pulp and
of
log
loading Paper Research
performance
in Journal
industrial debarking
for the kraft pulping
process

X

A
case
of International
implementing SPC in Journal of Lean
a pulp mill
Six Sigma
Lime kiln diagnostics Proceedings of
with
case-based the
2009
reasoning
International
Conference
on
Information and
Knowledge
engineering IKE
2009

X

Diagnosis
and Journal of Quality
economic impact of in Maintenance
operational
Engineering
variability – a case
from the chemical
forest industry

The positioning of the research papers in an organizational and learning context is
illustrated in Figure 6.1. The left half of Figure 6.1 represents the situation where it is
possible to measure and monitor process behavior and the right half of the figure
represents the situation where problems have been detected, and are being solved and
learned from. The lower half of Figure 6.1 represents the experts with hard technical
knowledge and the upper half represents the whole organization.
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A case of
implementing
SPC in a pulp
mill

Estimation
methods of
log loading
performance

Lime kiln
diagnostics
with case
based
reasoning
A case of
variability in a
pulp mill

Control process =>Detect problem=>Solve problem => Learn

Figure 6.1 The positioning of the articles in the learning vs. organizational context

6.1 Theoretical contribution
This dissertation approaches the research problem from five complementary viewpoints
– challenges and success factors, organizational learning, problem solving, economic
benefit, and statistical methods as management tools. The five research questions were
generated based on these viewpoints. The theoretical implications of the four papers
included in this dissertation and their reflections on the five viewpoints are presented in
Table 6.2.
Estimation methods of log loading performance in industrial debarking for the kraft
pulping process: Paper I studies a situation where process measurements are inadequate
for controlling and estimating the day-to-day performance in the wood handling
department of a pulp mill. A set of estimation methods, some of them commonly used in
other industries, is proposed for controlling and estimating purpose. Paper I complements
quite recent literature (Isokangas et al. 2014a, Isokangas et al. 2014b) on the analysis and
management of the wood room by proposing a combination of statistical methods to be
used in management. The usability of the proposed methods is tested, in addition to
simulated data, with actual data from production processes. Paper 1 estimates the
potential due to variation reduction.
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A case of implementing SPC in a pulp mill: Paper II studies a case where statistical process
control (SPC) is implemented in a pulp mill organization. This paper provides new
knowledge in the context of implementing SPC in a pulp and paper manufacturing
organization. Paper II provides fresh input and complements earlier, less recent literature
on SPC implementation in the forest product sector (Mendel 1987, Walshire 1990,
Armstrong 1991, Fellers, Gilson & Sams 1992, Ho, Henriksson 1992, Young, Winistorfer
1999, Latva-Käyrä 2001) with practical examples. Paper II clarifies the success factors
and challenges of SPC implementation in a pulp mill organization. Ways are identified
of how SPC acts as a means of organizational learning and facilitates problem solving in
a pulp mill organization.
Table 6.2 Summary of theoretical contribution

Paper

Title

I

Estimation methods of
log loading performance
in industrial debarking for
the kraft pulping process



A case of implementing
SPC in a pulp mill



II

Contribution









III

Lime kiln
with
reasoning

diagnostics
case-based





Complements earlier, quite recent
literature on analysis and management of
pulp mill wood room
Introduces use of a new combination of
statistical management tools for the forest
products industry
Complements earlier, less recent literature
on SPC implementation in a chemical
forest product organization with practical
examples
Clarifies success factors and challenges of
SPC implementation in a pulp mill
organization
Identifies ways how SPC acts as a means
of organizational learning in a pulp mill
organization
This paper provides new knowledge in the
context of implementing SPC in a pulp and
paper manufacturing organization
Complements earlier literature (Xia et al.
1997) on CBR implementation in pulp mill
production
Combines SPC and CBR in a pulp mill
context
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Diagnosis and economic
impact of operational
variability – a case from
the
chemical
forest
industry








Paper deals with identification and
diagnosis of operational variability in
chemical processes, a common problem in
mills, but little explored in the literature.
Complements earlier literature on CRISPDM with a practical example of
implementation in a continuous pulp mill
process
Describes challenges in implementing
CRISP-DM in continuous processes
Estimates the impact of variation

Lime kiln diagnostics with case-based reasoning: Paper III describes a system where lime
kiln disturbance data is analyzed mathematically in real time using predictive feature
parameters. Based on the analysis and former indexed disturbance diagnoses, diagnosis
of the causes is suggested to facilitate problem solving. Paper III presents a reported
second case of CBR implementation in a pulp mill production process and thus
complements the existing literature (Xia et al. 1997). This paper also combines the use of
SPC control charts, special cause analysis, and CBR, as the special causes analyzed were
used as the case base.
Diagnosis and economic impact of operational variability – a case from the chemical
forest industry: Paper IV deals with the identification and diagnosis of operational
variability in chemical processes, a common problem in mills but one little explored in
the literature. This paper complements the existing literature, which has no reports
concerning the use of CRISP-DM in continuous process problem solving. Paper IV
describes challenges in implementing CRISP-DM in continuous processes. The Taguchi
loss function is shown to be fit for use in estimating the cost of variation in a pulp mill
manufacturing process. Paper IV estimates the cost of variation in a pulp manufacturing
process, which is a subject rarely reported in the literature.
This research as a whole complements the literature that deals with the use of statistical
methods in the forest products industry. Practical examples of the application of SPC,
CBR, CRISP-DM and performance measurement methods in the chemical forest products
manufacturing context are brought to the public knowledge of the scientific community.
The benefit of the application of these methods is estimated or shown.

6.2 Practical implications
The purpose of this dissertation is to find pragmatic ideas for companies in the chemical
forest product sector for improving their utilization of statistical methods. This purpose
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has been addressed through four research papers. The practical implications of the four
papers included in this dissertation and their reflections on the five viewpoints are
presented in Table 6.3.
Estimation methods of log loading performance in industrial debarking for the kraft
pulping process: Paper I points out how to implement the developed log loading
performance estimation methods in practice. The methods have been tested and verified
with real production data. Using the proposed methods as described in Paper I enables
the achievement of quantified economic potential. This paper also points out the
economic advantage of variability reduction.
A case of implementing SPC in a pulp mill: Paper II provides a benchmark of SPC
implementation for practitioners; it is a real case from a real organization with verified
challenges, success factors, and benefits. The case reported in Paper II can be used as a
checklist by managers to learn the best practices, and to avoid the identified stumbling
blocks, such as inadequate special cause processing. Paper II introduces practical tools
for problem solving, a procedure tested in practice for special cause processing and a
practical procedure for continual process improvement, all of which work in practice in a
pulp mill organization.
Table 6.3 Summary of practical implications

Paper

Title

I

Estimation methods of
log loading performance
in industrial debarking for
the kraft pulping process

Implication










II

A case of implementing
SPC in a pulp mill




Points out how to implement estimation
methods in practice (e.g. which
combination of methods would work in
practice)
Proposes ways to reduce material cost due
to variation (e.g. controlling log loading
variation)
Points out the benefit of variation
reduction (e.g. wood material loss
decrease)
Provides one example of applying the
method in an actual production process
(e.g. using mill data)
Estimates the impact of variation (e.g.
economic potential)
Provides a benchmark for practitioners
Gives an SPC implementation checklist for
managers (e.g. generic success factors)
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III

Lime kiln
with
reasoning

diagnostics
case-based





IV

Diagnosis and economic
impact of operational
variability – a case from
the
chemical
forest
industry






Introduces tools for problem solving (e.g.
control chart, cause and effect diagram,
Pareto chart)
Introduces a procedure tested in practice
for special cause processing
Introduces a practical procedure for
continual process improvement
Identifies ways how SPC facilitates
problem solving (e.g. bringing problems
out in the open, promoting co-operation,
sharing knowledge)
Gives an example of how to implement
CBR methods in practice (e.g. using mill
data to create and test an application)
Introduces the possibility of speeding up
problem solving by providing automatic
diagnosis
Provides a step-by-step example of
problem solving for practitioners
Points out the benefit of variation
reduction (e.g. shows economic impact)
Introduces a tool to estimate cost of
variation (e.g. Taguchi loss function)
Shows that Taguchi loss function works in
a pulp mill process

Lime kiln diagnostics with case-based reasoning: Paper III provides an example of how
to implement CBR methods in a pulp mill environment in practice. This paper introduces
the possibility of putting to good use the documentation gathered, by analyzing different
incidents and deviations. When the same kind of incident happens again, a proven
solution could be suggested in the blink of an eye.
Diagnosis and economic impact of operational variability – a case from the chemical
forest industry: Paper IV provides a step-by-step example for practitioners of structured
problem solving in a continuous manufacturing process. This paper points out very
clearly the benefit of variation reduction and introduces a tool (Taguchi loss function) to
estimate the cost of variation in pulp and paper manufacturing processes.

6.3 Reliability and validity
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The main practical implications of this doctoral dissertation can be concluded in four
points:
1. It is beneficial to reduce variation in chemical forest product manufacturing
processes
2. Statistical tools can be used to reduce this variation
3. Problem solving in chemical forest product manufacturing processes can be
intensified through the use of statistical methods
4. There are certain success factors and challenges that need to be addressed when
implementing statistical methods

6.3 Reliability and validity
The four most commonly used tests (Yin 2014) to establish the quality of any empirical
research are construct validity, external validity, internal validity, and reliability (4.1).
Creswell (Creswell 2007) has also presented assessment criteria for qualitative research
validity (4.1), which is used below.
Construct validity is used to test that the research studies what it claims to study, i.e.
measures are sufficiently operational for the concept being studied. The research problem
and topics of this thesis were formulated based partly on discussions with case company
managers. This can be seen as increasing construct validity, as the relevance for the
industry was checked. The case in Paper II has been audited by an external specialist
group consisting of professors and R&D directors of the forest product sector, and has
received positive feedback. The research problem of this thesis was compared to the
published literature to further assure its relevancy. Empirical data was acquired using
multiple sources and methods. Methods were tried in a practical context to solve relevant
problems. I have worked in the case company organization throughout the time that the
studies were conducted, i.e. a period extending over ten years, which may be considered
prolonged engagement in the field.
Internal validity reflects the valid interpretation of causality in a study, whether A caused
B, or whether it was simply coincidence and not causal. Eight other investigators coauthored the research papers. All four research papers have been subjected to a peer
review process. In all of the peer review processes, my affiliations have been made clear,
and while acting as a change agent, I am biased in seeing the positive effect when applying
statistical methods.
External validity deals with the generalizability of the study findings beyond the study’s
limits. The generalizability of this dissertation is limited, because it uses only one
company in one country as the empirical data source. Findings concerning technical
processes may be generalizable in the chemical forest industry, whereas organizational
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learning related findings are not so easy to generalize, because for example the national
and company cultures have a greater impact on them.
Reliability aims to make sure that the same findings and conclusions are reached if a later
researcher follows the same procedures. Quantitative data have been acquired from the
case company mill’s information system databases. The collection, coding, and
interpretation of the qualitative as well as quantitative data have been done solely by the
authors of the papers. The economic figures used in the calculations for benefit are best
estimates based on the authors’ experience in the industry. The research methods and
process have been described and documented in each research paper for traceability.

6.4 Limitations and recommendations for further research
This dissertation answers partly the questions of what and how. It gives examples of what
statistical methods can be applied in the chemical forest products manufacturing context
and at least one way to do it. This dissertation is based on four case studies, which were
carried out in a single company. The results of this dissertation are based on limited
empirical data from a geographically and culturally relatively narrow setting and thus the
basis for generalization is limited, and the results may not be directly applicable to
different kinds of organizations or different industries. This dissertation is not an
extensive study of all useful statistical tools and potential targets in the forest product
sector, so there is still quite a large gap to fill in this area.
The question when remains unanswered in this dissertation. It takes no stand on the
organizational maturity and the organization’s ability to absorb certain methodologies
depending on the maturity. This kind of model has been proposed, for example, for small
and medium-sized enterprises (Assarlind 2014).
How much is answered through two examples, but there also remains a vast area that
could be covered with examples of the cost of variation in manufacturing processes for
chemical forest products.
DOE in the context of chemical forest products manufacturing is not included in this
thesis. However, it would probably be advantageous in this kind of industry too. Nor is
the use of actual sophisticated online models included in this thesis. Models are a way to
ensure that organization memorizes important matters. Thus the benefit associated with
the use of models would certainly be of interest in future research.

6.4 Limitations and recommendations for further research
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7 Conclusions
At the moment, the pulp and paper industry in Finland is close to turmoil as a large
structural change is ongoing. Traditional products, such as printing papers, are declining
and paper machine capacity is being shut down. At the same time, chemical pulp is being
exported in an increasing amount to Asia and the end product segments of packaging and
tissue papers are growing. The quality consciousness of the new market customers for
chemical pulp is increasing, which constantly sets higher demands on product and service
quality. The strongest customer requirement concerning chemical pulp features is
consistent, uniform quality. Variation may be controlled and reduced using statistical
methods. However, studies addressing the application and benefits of statistical methods
in forest product sector are scarce. Thus, the customer requirement is the root cause
behind this dissertation. The research problem addressed by this dissertation is:
Companies in the chemical forest product sector require new knowledge to
improve their utilization of statistical methods.
To obtain this new knowledge, the research problem has been studied from five
complementary viewpoints – challenges and success factors, organizational learning,
problem solving, economic benefit and statistical methods as management tools. The five
research questions generated based on these viewpoints have been answered with four
research papers. Table 7.1 summarizes the research papers’ contribution to the research
questions.

Table 7.1 Contribution of Papers I-IV to research questions, an overview

RQ# Research question

Paper Result

RQ1 What are the challenges II
and success factors when
utilizing
statistical
methods in chemical IV
forest
industry
operations?

Identified challenges and success factors of
SPC implementation in a pulp mill

RQ2 How
can
statistical II
methods act as means of
organizational learning in
chemical forest industry III
operations?

Identified ways how SPC acts as a means
of organizational learning

Identified challenges of data analysis and
CRISP-DM application in a pulp mill
context

Proposed a method to manage and provide
organizational memory for use on demand
on separate mill sites
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RQ3 How
can
statistical II
methods contribute to
problem
solving
in
chemical forest industry
III
operations?

Cause and effect diagrams improved
professional abilities in solving technical
problems
Proposed a method to identify disturbances
based on data features and suggest a
probable cause

IV

Proposed a way to use CRISP-DM
procedure in continuous process problem
solving

RQ4 What is the economic I
benefit when utilizing
statistical methods in
chemical forest industry IV
operations?

Proposed a quantification of the economic
benefit of controlling log loading

IV

Showed that the Taguchi loss function may
be used in variability cost estimation in a
pulping process

RQ5 How
can
statistical I
methods be utilized as
management tools in
chemical forest industry II
operations?

Quantified the economic benefit
reducing variation in pulp digesting

of

Proposed a method to monitor and control
performance in log loading
A procedure for reacting to and processing
of disturbances was created

The research questions, from one to five, covered all the organizational levels of pulp
manufacturing. They also dealt with variation detection, control, and reduction in all the
technical process areas of pulp manufacture. That said, the coverage is not all-inclusive
and leaves room for additional studies on the subject.
This research as a whole complements the literature dealing with statistical methods used
in the forest products industry. Practical examples of the application of SPC, CBR,
CRISP-DM and performance measurement methods in chemical forest products
manufacturing context have been brought to the public knowledge of scientific
community. The benefit of the application these methods has been estimated or
demonstrated.
The purpose of this dissertation was to find pragmatic ideas for companies in the chemical
forest product sector for improving their utilization of statistical methods. The main
practical implications of this doctoral dissertation can be summarized in four points:

6.4 Limitations and recommendations for further research
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1. It is beneficial to reduce variation in chemical forest product manufacturing
processes
2. Statistical tools can be used to reduce this variation
3. Problem solving in chemical forest product manufacturing processes can be
intensified through the use of statistical methods
4. There are certain success factors and challenges that need to be addressed when
implementing statistical methods
The results of this dissertation are based on limited empirical data and thus the basis for
generalization is limited; furthermore, the results may not be directly applicable to
different kinds of organizations or different industries.
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Estimation methods of log loading performance in
industrial debarking for the kraft pulping process
Jukka Rantamäki, Ari Isokangas, Kari Ala-Kaila and Tommi Honkanen
cause variation in the distribution of de-icing water, the
volume of logs in the debarking drum and the debarking
time of logs and thus lead to the non-uniform debarking
of logs (Isokangas 2010). As the requirements of bark
removal are in practice determined by the most
laboriously debarked logs, the other logs are prone to be
more vulnerable to damage. This uneven debarking
increases the overall wood loss. The effect is multiplied
in the chipping process where broken logs lead to inferior
chip quality. More log ends and unclean breakage of logs
increase the amount of oversize, over thick, pin and fine
chip fractions in chipping. Also a uniform flow of logs to
the chipper leads to better chip quality, as logs support
each other and go into the chipper at the right angle
(Pihtsalmi 2006). Increased amount of pin and fine chip
fractions and oversize chip handling increases direct
wood losses from chip screening. The quality of the chips
has a great effect on the operability of the cooking plant,
the quality of the pulp, and production costs (Öman,
Söderstam 2001, MacLeod 2007). In addition, the
capacity of debarking can be increased by minimizing
disturbances in log loading.
The purpose of this paper is to develop suitable methods
for estimating the goodness of log loading. The value of
goodness depends on the difference from the target
capacity and on overall loading variance. Several
simulations and process data of two debarking plants are
used to compare methods. The most suitable methods
will be utilized in mills as a basis for an incentive bonus
for good loading performance to reduce raw material loss
and to obtain better end product quality.

KEYWORDS: Bark removal, Pulp mill, Log loading,
Performance estimation, Process variation, Debarking,
Wood handling, Wood loss, Wood yard
SUMMARY: Wood raw material needs to be debarked
before further processing in pulp and paper mills.
However, the debarking process may cause wood raw
material loss of up to 5%. The log loading step of the
debarking process is essential in this sense to minimize
any raw material loss. In a medium-sized pulp mill, the
economic potential of debarking wood loss minimization
is 700 000 USD/annum for every wood loss percentage
point reduced. Seven methods to estimate the goodness of
log loading were developed and tested first with
simulated data to verify their usefulness. In the second
stage, the methods were applied to mill data to find out
their capability in a more challenging environment. The
methods tested can detect differences between simulated
cases as well as between different mills and mill cases.
Mill data contains more disturbances and measurement
noise than simulated data. Five of the methods can be
applied in mill production control. A combination of two
to three methods is recommended. When applying
methods to mill production data, special attention needs
to be paid to tuning the equation parameters. After
implementing an appropriate method, the evenness of log
loading will be easier to monitor and maintain.
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Materials and methods
Wood handling operations
The raw material is typically transported to the mill by
trains or trucks. First, the raw material is measured at the
mill gate and after that the logs are discharged to the mill
yard for intermediate storage or directly into the process.
In practice, truck loaders lift log bundles into a de-icing
conveyor, which transports them to the drum, Fig 1. The
volume of logs in the drum de-icing conveyor can be
measured by using strain gauges, ultrasonic, optical or
radiance measurement techniques. Nowadays, there are
upper level control strategies available, but they cannot

Debarking is needed in pulp and paper mills to separate
the bark from wood, due to several harmful effects of
bark in the following process stages. The separation
process is not ideal and some wood material is lost with
the bark. Wood loss in debarking varies from 1% to 5 %
(Koskinen 1990; Luukkainen 2005; Svensson 1990) and
in certain cases even up to 10% (Luukkainen 2005).
Wood loss depends mainly on the required bark removal
level, the quality of the raw material, and process
conditions. The cost of raw material has a significant role
in the economics of pulp and paper mills. The quantity of
logs processed in the wood room is huge, meaning that
even a small decrease in wood loss has a noticeable
economic impact. The logs are loaded manually onto the
drum infeed conveyor by truck loaders. Therefore,
breaks, maintenance of trucks and uneven shipments
disturb raw material loading. Disturbances in log loading

Fig 1 - Debarking process.
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Taguchi Loss Function

keep the process optimal unless logs are loaded
continuously. However, there are no reported applications
of log loading performance measurement and monitoring
quantitatively against a standard.
Hot water or steam is used in de-icing conveyors in
winter to de-ice the logs. De-icing also weakens the bond
strength between the bark and the wood, making the logs
easier to debark (Hatton 1987). In the debarking drum
logs hit against the side of the drum and each other,
resulting in the separation of the bark from the logs. The
bark and some wood material usually exit through bark
slots in the side of the drum. Next, the logs exit the drum
through the closing gate at the discharge end. The
position of the closing gate mainly affects the volume of
logs in the drum. Logs enter the conveyor where they are
usually sprayed with water at the washing station to
remove the remaining loose bark and other impurities.
Stones are removed at the stone trap and metal with help
of a metal detector in the material flow to protect chipper
knives from damage, which would reduce the quality of
the chips. The logs are then cut into chips by either a
horizontal or gravity feed chipper. In some wood rooms,
the short logs are separated from the main process flow
and chipped with a short wood chipper. The chips are
transported to chip piles and then to a screening device,
or in some cases in the opposite order.

The first method, the Taguchi Loss Function (Taguchi
1986), corresponds to the difference in momentary
volume of wood from the target capacity. Emphasis is
placed on achieving the target rather than complying with
specification limits. The Taguchi loss increases
quadratically as the difference from the target increases
𝐿 = 𝑘(𝑘 − 𝑦)2 ,
[1]
where L represents loss, m is the target capacity, y is the
actual capacity and k is the coefficient derived from a
known state. In this study, an arbitrarily chosen value was
used for k = 0.001.

Egg Timer
In the second method, the Egg Timer, an ideal log
loading interval between log bundles is set. The
countdown starts every time a log bundle is released onto
the drum infeed conveyor. The countdown runs all the
time during debarking. The time interval is visible to the
wood yard and wood handling personnel. The Egg Timer
is determined by:
𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇𝑎 ,
[2]
where Tc is the countdown or time remaining for good
loading, Ti the ideal time between log bundles, and Ta the
actual time needed for loading. The traffic light
indication stays green if the countdown remains positive.
The second method is based on the takt time, as described
by Womack and Jones (1996). Thus, the ideal time
between log bundles (Ti) should be calculated based on
debarking process capacity demand. In this study, the
value Ti = 5 min was used.

Performance estimation methods
The following research question was derived from the
literature review: How can the difference between good
and bad performance in log loading be indicated and
monitored in daily mill life?
The goodness of log loading depends on the difference
from the target capacity and on the variation of wood
volume in the debarking process infeed. The target
capacity depends on the mill production rate and is
usually expressed as solid cubic meters per hour (m3/h).
In practice, debarking capacity depends on the bond
strength between wood and bark, which varies between
wood species. The variation of wood volume in the
process infeed is typically small when truck loaders are
able to feed log bundles without empty spaces between
the wood piles. The hypothesis is that log loading without
empty spaces enables good evenness and low wood loss
in debarking. This requires that the target capacity is
within a realistic range. A lower capacity requirement
gives more time to pick up a single log bundle and may
thus result in less variation than a higher capacity
demand. Co-operation between the wood room and truck
loader operators is needed to achieve good performance.
In an ideal process, there would be no empty spaces
between log bundles and capacity would stay on target.
Seven different methods to estimate the performance of
log loading were created and tested:
1. Taguchi Loss Function
2. Egg Timer
3. Defect Count
4. Process Performance Index
5. Sample standard deviation
6. Pipe Method
7. Evenness of Process Input

Defect Count
The third method is the Defect Count. A defect occurs
when the time interval between log bundles on the drum
infeed conveyor exceeds the specified value. The amount
of Defects (D) is counted and reported as a percentage:

 n  1, Ti  Ta  0   
 

i 1 
[3]
0, Ti  Ta  0    *100% ,
D  

n






where Ti is the ideal time between log bundles and Ta the
actual time needed for loading. In this study, the value Ti
= 5 min was used. The number of intervals (n) in this
study varies from case to case.

Process Performance Index
The fourth method is the commonly used Process
Performance Index Ppk (AIAG 2005). It shows how much
of the spread between the specification limits is used by
process variation and how far the process output mean is
from the target. The prerequisite for this method is that
the process output is approximately normally distributed.
The Process Performance Index Ppk is determined by:

 USL  x x  LSL 
Ppk  min 
,
,
 3
3 p 
p


[4]

where USL is the upper specification limit, LSL the lower
specification limit, 𝑥̅ is the debarking process infeed
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average and σp the corresponding process variation. σp is
estimated using the formula for sample standard
deviation (s, see below). In this study, the values USL =
50 m3/h + target capacity and LSL = target capacity –
50 m3/h were used.

the actual capacity and n is the number of individual data
points in the sample. In this study, the value of n is 10.

Simulated log loading data
To emphasize the difference between the log loading
performance assessment methods described earlier in this
paper, simulated data were applied. Simulations were
done using 100 log bundle runs using a method
developed by Isokangas et.al. (2013). Data sets were
simulated using Matlab to represent the following
operating cases, Fig 2:
 No disturbances (ideal case)
 Short-term disturbances (truck loaders are not able to
avoid empty spaces)
 Long-term disturbances (lunch break, maintenance of
loader)
In order to study the effect of the required capacity
levels, three levels were utilized: 150 m3/h, 200 m3/h, and
250 m3/h. The debarking process infeed data sampling
interval was 1 minute in all simulated cases.

Sample standard deviation
In the fifth method, process performance is characterized
by sample standard deviation s. The sample standard
deviation shows how much dispersion exists from the
average in the given time window. The prerequisite for
this method is that process output is approximately
normally distributed. The equation for sample standard
deviation s is:
n

s

 (x  x )

2

i

i 1

,

n 1

[5]

where n is the total number of individual data points, 𝑥̅ is
the average of individual data point values and xi an
individual data point value. In this study, the given time
window consisted of all the process infeed values in a
given case.

Log loading data from different mills
To test the proposed log loading performance assessment
methods in a real-life production environment, datasets
from two different pulp mills were obtained, Mill A and
Mill B, both located in Finland. Several datasets
representing different operational situations were
acquired, Fig 3 and Fig 4.
The mill data consisted of debarking drum infeed
capacity and the volumetric volume of logs in the infeed
conveyor. The former was applied directly after
calculating the moving average of 10 min. The
information about the time interval between log bundles
was needed for the Egg Timer and Defect Count
methods. It was calculated from the transport delay
between log bundles exceeding 0.5 meters. This threshold
(0.5 m) was utilized in order to filter out small volume
log bundles, which were considered to be measuring
errors or leftover pieces of disintegrated log bundles in
the infeed conveyor.
The debarking process infeed data sampling interval
was 1 min in all mill cases.

Pipe Method
The sixth method indicates which proportion of time is
spent on the process target zone, the pipe. In common
with method four, it needs specification limits. The
proportion of time spent on the target zone, Tp, is
determined by:

 N  1,  LSL  xi  USL   
 

i 1 
0,  xi  LSL xi  USL    *100% , [6]
Tp  

N






where USL is the upper specification limit, LSL is the
lower specification limit, xi the individual value of the
debarking process infeed and N is the total number of
individual values. In this study, the values USL = 50 m3/h
+ target capacity and LSL = target capacity - 50 m3/h
were used.

Results and Discussion

Evenness of Process Input

Simulated data

The evenness of process input is the seventh method. It
indicates the deviation from target capacity in a moving
time window. The deviation term is the root mean square
error between the target and actual capacity in a moving
time window. This is divided by the actual capacity, as
more variation can be accepted in high capacity levels.
Evenness is expressed as a percentage. The evenness of
process input, E, is determined by:




E  1 





n
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i
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n 1
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,


 *100%





The first method, Taguchi Loss Function, reacts
dramatically to a difference from the target. The smaller
the value returned by the function, the smaller the
economic loss. Large differences decrease performance
severely even if the debarking process infeed variation
remains the same, see Table 1. Momentary variation also
affects the loss calculated with the function. Adjusting
coefficient k in this function needs careful consideration
when calibrating for real cost.
The second method, Egg Timer, gives an easily
communicable indicator value. It indicates a possible
imbalance on the production line. Both the truck loader
and wood room process operator can contribute to staying
in the green (positive values). The simulated cases of
Table 1 indicate the positive correlation between Tc and
capacity. The actual time Ta indicates the truck loader’s

[7]

where y is the target capacity in debarking, yi is the
momentary value of the debarking process infeed, ya is
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ability to unload log bundles within Ti. In an optimal
case, Ti and Ta are almost equal. A negative Tc value
means that the target capacity is not met and the
bottleneck lies in the loading. A positive Tc indicates that
the bottleneck is in the debarking process. The value of Ti
was kept constant in all cases regardless of capacity level
in this study. However, output depends on the chosen
ideal time interval Ti. Furthermore, time interval Ti needs
to be adjusted according to target capacity. In simulations
(Table 1), capacity target change has no effect on how the
ideal time interval is achieved.
The third method, Defect Count, also requires the
definitions of Ti and Ta. Therefore it could be used in

parallel with the Egg Timer. The Defect Count seems to
increase when variation occurs. The smaller the number
of defects, the better the debarking process performs. The
Defect Count ranks the No disturbances case as the best
and Short-term disturbances case the worst. The
differences are fairly small.
Defect Count does not take into consideration the scale
of exceeding of target loading time interval Ti. A clear
disadvantage of this method compared to e.g. Taguchi
Loss Function is that one single defect is counted whether
the target loading time is exceeded by one second or one
hour.

Fig 2 - Simulated log loading cases of 100 log bundles

Fig 3 - Mill A log loading cases 1-4
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Fig 4 - Mill B log loading cases 1-3
Table 1 - Loading performance estimations of simulation and mill datasets.

Case

Simulated

Mill A

Mill B

No disturbances,
150 m3/h
No disturbances,
200 m3/h
No disturbances,
250 m3/h
Short-term
disturbances, 150
m3/h
Short -term
disturbances, 200
m3/h
Short-term
disturbances, 250
m3/h
Long-term
disturbances, 150
m3/h
Long-term
disturbances, 200
m3/h
Long-term
disturbances, 250
m3/h
Case 1, 150 m3/h
Case 2, 250 m3/h
Case 3, 150 m3/h
Case 4, 150 m3/h
Case 1, 150 m3/h
Case 2, 150 m3/h
Case 3, 150 m3/h

Taguchi
loss
function
(L, mean)
1.00

Egg Timer
(Tc, mean)

Defect
Count
(D, %)

Performance estimation method
Process
Sample
Pipe
Performance standard
(Tp, %)
Index (Ppk)
deviation
(s)
2.66
2.32
100

Evenness
of Process
Input (Tp,
%, mean)
81

Actual
capacity,
m3/h
(mean)
182

0.57

25

0.35

0.57

25

4.54

2.32

100

88

182

4.70

0.57

25

-2.66

2.32

0

61

182

5.50

0.89

34

0.03

59.5

48

64

194

3.56

0.89

34

0.25

59.5

60

70

194

6.61

0.89

34

-0.03

59.5

43

60

194

3.90

-0.48

32

0.24

62.2

58

65

144

6.98

-0.48

32

-0.03

62.2

41

59

144

15.1

-0.48

32

-0.30

62.2

18

25

144

16.9
11.5
10.1
16.5
18.6
13.1
13.0

-1.35
1.46
0.39
-2.27
-11.3
-8.88
-4.28

34
29
27
36
70
70
64

0.07
0.11
0.16
0.10
0.03
-0.20
0.12

127.8
106.4
100.5
128.2
131.0
69.4
113.8

30
36
38
30
29
26
34

35
65
41
26
-12
-78
28

176
266
154
160
111
60
141

The fourth method is Process Performance Index Ppk. It
combines reaching the target level and minimizing
debarking process infeed variation. In Table 1 the
difference from the target level seems to have a dominant
effect on the outcome. Ppk gives negative values if the
process mean falls outside the specification limits. The

best outcome (i.e. the largest Ppk value) in simulations
was reached in all cases when the target capacity was the
closest to the realized mean capacity. The No
disturbances case is ranked the best at capacity levels
150 m3/h and 200 m3/h, but the worst at capacity level
250 m3/h even though it has the least amount of
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disturbances. When comparing the capacity levels closest
to the target in each simulated case, the No disturbances
case results in the largest Ppk value. Thus the amount of
disturbances affects the Ppk value too. However, when
testing data used in the simulations for non-normality, the
null hypotheses were rejected. This rules out the use of
Ppk in this process as such.
The fifth method, sample standard deviation, is
independent of the target capacity level. On the basis of
this method, the best value (i.e. smallest standard
deviation) is obtained for the No disturbances case and
the worst for Long-term disturbances case. Sample
standard deviation clearly indicates the existence of
disturbances, but is not affected by the target capacity
level. It is also possible to use a shorter time window, e.g.
one hour. However, sample standard deviation is also
ruled out because of the data non-normality.
The sixth method, Pipe, appears to react to increasing
disturbances as well as to differences from the target. In
the simulation cases studied, long-term disturbances seem
to have a more detrimental effect on Tp than short-term
disturbances. The best Tp value in simulations was
reached in all cases when the target capacity was the
closest to the realized mean capacity. The No
disturbances case is ranked as the best (i.e. largest Tp
value) at target capacity levels 150m3/h and 200m3/h. At
target capacity level 250m3/h, it is the worst, even though
it has the least amount of disturbances, because actual
capacity is outside of the limits all the time. Tp seems to
rank the cases in the same order as Ppk. The Pipe Method
appears to be easily understandable and communicable as
there is no complex mathematics involved.
The seventh method, Evenness of Process Input,
classifies the No disturbances case as the best at all target
capacity levels. In the No disturbances case, the best
value is obtained when operating closest to the target
capacity and the worst when farthest from the target.
Evenness of Process Input reacts both to disturbances and
difference from target. Indication of difference from the
target capacity is not as clear as with the Taguchi Loss
Function, Process Performance Index and Pipe Method.
When the amount and duration of disturbances increase,
all the methods detect anomalies. In the absence of
disturbances, capacity seems to affect only indicators
derived from the Taguchi Loss Function, Process
Performance Index Ppk, and Pipe Method (Time spent in
target zone). These three methods give a clear indication
whenever capacity is off target. Other methods are
insensitive to a difference in capacity level change as
long as the debarking process infeed variation remains
constant. The results of all the simulations can be found
in Table 1.
Initially, the hypothesis was that log loading without
empty spaces enables good debarking process
performance. This can be confirmed from Table 1 as the
best values of goodness indicators are mostly achieved in
simulated cases where there are no disturbances.

the methods employed were really used for controlling
the process. However, the applicability of the above
mentioned seven methods can be evaluated using the
cases.
When assessing mill data visually, Mill A case 2 seems
to have the smallest variation and the best performance of
all the mill cases. Of the simulated cases Short-term
disturbances has the best resemblance to mill cases. Mill
B performance seems to be poorer than Mill A.
Taguchi Loss Function should react dramatically to a
difference from target. Mill B is in most cases farther off
target capacity than Mill A (Table 1). However, there is
no clear difference between Mill A and Mill B when
measuring performance with Taguchi Loss Function.
There seems to be a big difference between simulation
and real life in terms of evenness. Taguchi loss is bigger
when calculated from mill data rather than from
simulation even if the actual capacity level is roughly the
same.
The Egg Timer values are mostly (five out of seven)
negative for the mill datasets (Table 1). They are also in
parallel with the actual capacity as is also true in the
simulated cases. This suggests that in actual process
control, use of the countdown time, Ti, needs to be
adjusted according to the target production level and takt
time.
The Defect Count in Table 1 mill cases is standardized
to defects per 100 log bundles, also as a percentage. As
Egg Timer values are on the negative side, it is obvious
that almost all loadings are overdue and Defect Count
values are much higher. With the correct Egg Timer
adjustment, Defect Count appears to be a useful tool.
When calculating Process Performance Index using mill
data, the best values are obtained when operating near the
target. It can be seen again that mill data have more
disturbances as the Ppk values are smaller than in the
simulations. A negative Ppk value indicates that the
process has been operated outside the specification limits
most of the time, in these cases under LSL. When testing
used mill data for non-normality, null hypotheses were
rejected just as in the simulated cases. This constrains the
use of Ppk in this process as such.
Sample standard deviation also reveals a major
difference between simulated and mill data. Compared to
simulation, the mills are at a different level in debarking
process infeed variation. No clear difference can be seen
between the mills. Data non-normality impedes the use of
sample standard deviation in this process.
The Pipe Method value (Tp), time between specification
limits, is again smaller in the mill data than in the
simulations. This is most probably due to the larger
variation in real-life data. Mill A seems to be at a better
level in mutual comparison. Among the mill cases,
datasets where operation is near the target value give the
best Tp performances.
Evenness of Process Input is mainly at a different level
in mill cases when comparing to the simulations. Mill A
case 2, which also looks good visually, obtains as good a
value as most of the simulated cases. Mills A and B be
can be segregated using E values. Negative E values
indicate that the mill capacity level has been close to zero

Mill data
Mill data were first collected from mill databases and
targets and limits were set afterwards, arbitrarily.
Therefore these cases do not represent a situation where
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(Luukkainen 2005). In a 2 000 000 m3/annum debarking
mill 1% equals a loss of 20 000 m3/annum. Calculated at
a price of 35 USD/m3 (energy use compensation taken
into
account)
the
potential
saving
is
700 000 USD/annum, when decreasing the wood loss by
1 percentage point. Even a small part of this potential is
worth pursuing. A more exact answer remains to be given
in further studies

most of the time. As such, the value may be used to
detect differences between different mills and mill cases.

Applicability of tested methods
How can the difference between good and bad
performance in log loading be indicated and monitored in
daily mill life?
As the data was collected first and targets and limits
were set afterwards arbitrarily, these cases do not
represent a situation where the methods used were really
tools of process control. However, the applicability of
different methods seems to be the same when using mill
data as that observed with simulated cases. All the
methods detect anomalies. Egg Timer, Defect Count and
Sample Standard Deviation are sensitive to process
infeed variation regardless of the target capacity. The
other methods are affected by both variation and
difference from the target capacity, but the weighting of
these two terms is different. The selection of the best
method depends on how these two terms need to be
emphasized in a mill. Evenness seems to match the best
with a subjective visual evaluation of simulation and mill
cases. Two of the methods, Process Performance Index
and Sample Standard Deviation, require normally
distributed data. Because simulation and mill case data
were non-normal, these methods cannot be recommended
for this environment. Taguchi Loss Function, Pipe (Time
spent in target zone) and Evenness of Process Input may
also be used to control staying on target in addition to
gaining smaller variation. Egg Timer and Defect Count
may be the easiest methods to communicate to personnel.
Thus, control of the loading process may benefit from
using a combination of the tested methods e.g. Egg
Timer, Defect Count and Pipe or Evenness of Process
Input.
As there is no published data on infeed variation vs. cost
in the debarking process, the benefit of the suggested
methods is uncertain. However, average wood loss varies
between 1-5 % (Koskinen 1990; Luukkainen 2005;
Svensson 1990) and in certain cases even up to 10%

Conclusions
The aim of this study was to develop suitable methods for
estimating the goodness of log loading. Wood raw
material needs to be debarked before further processing
in a pulp mill. The debarking process may cause a wood
raw material loss from 1% to 5%. Uniform log loading to
the debarking process is essential to minimize raw
material loss. In a medium-sized pulp mill, the economic
potential of debarking wood loss optimization is 700 000
USD/annum for every wood loss percentage point
reduced.
Seven methods to estimate the goodness of loading were
developed to indicate the difference between good and
bad performance in log loading. These seven methods
were first tested with simulated data to verify their
sensitivity. In the second stage, the methods were applied
to mill data to find out their usefulness in daily mill life.
The seven tested methods can detect differences between
simulated cases as well as between different mills and
mill cases. Simulated and mill data is non-normal, which
constrains the use of two of the proposed methods. Mill
data contains more disturbances and measurement noise
than simulated data. When applying the methods to mill
production data, special attention needs to be paid to
tuning the equation parameters.
Five of the methods can be applied in mill production
control. A combination of two to three of the methods is
recommended. Further research is needed to confirm the
economic benefit of the proposed methods in the mill
production environment.
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Abstract
Purpose – A control chart is a widely used Six Sigma DMAIC process measure and control phase
tool. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the body of knowledge on applying statistical
process control (SPC) methods in a pulp mill production organization and the special issues that need
to be considered in this context.
Design/methodology/approach – The method for obtaining the results was action research, where
the researcher actively participated in implementing changes in organization. Procedures to detect and
further handle the deviations in a pulp mill organization were created and implemented. A cause and
effect diagram used in finding causes and storing the accumulated knowledge was modified to make it
applicable to this environment.
Findings – Factors for successful SPC implementation were found to be in line with earlier findings in
other industries. SPC can act as a means of organizational learning in the pulp and paper industry. Specific
problems in the pulp and paper industry concerning the use of SPC were the autocorrelation of data,
excessive measurement variation, and limited process knowledge. The effectiveness of SPC in a pulp
mill was shown both in the decreasing amount of deviations and in the positive opinions of the employees.
Research limitations/implications – Findings are generated from a single case, so general
applicability is limited.
Practical implications – This case study can be used as a benchmark by other practitioners in the
industry.
Originality/value – This article provides new knowledge in the context of implementing SPC in a
pulp and paper manufacturing organization.
Keywords Paper industry, Six Sigma, Statistical process control, Organizational learning, Control phase,
DMAIC
Paper type Case study

1. Introduction
In the Six Sigma DMAIC process, the control phase (C) is one of its cornerstones. However, it
is not easy to implement an effective and lasting control method to sustain gains and
improvements. Control charts are one of the main tools used to prevent the improved
process from deterioration after improvements have been made within a Six Sigma project.
Control charts are also used in the measure (M) phase to differentiate between common
cause and special cause variation. The control chart itself does not guarantee that the
results gained will be maintained. Management and the supporting infrastructure have
also big roles in the equation (Breyfogle, 2003; Nonthaleerak and Hendry, 2008).
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In the pulp and paper industry, one of the main customer demands is consistent
product quality. Consistent product quality is a result of consistent raw material flow
and stable process conditions. Process conditions may be monitored and maintained
using control charts. The literature covering implementation and use of statistical
process control (SPC) in the pulp and paper industry is not comprehensive. The
publications deal with only a few practical cases, none of which are recent.
A prerequisite for the successful use of statistical tools is statistical thinking (Grigg
and Walls, 2007a, b). According to the glossary and tables for statistical quality control
(ASQ, 2004).
Statistical thinking is a philosophy of learning and action based on the following
fundamental principles:
.
all work occurs in a system of interconnected processes;
.
variation exists in all processes; and
.
understanding and reducing variation are keys to success.
Statistical thinking provides understanding to use statistical tools in the right context
to improve processes (Britz et al., 2000).
The basis for SPC is the division of process variation into common cause variation
and special cause variation. Common cause variation is always present. Analyzing and
acting based on common cause variation in a stable system without changes to the
system leads to no improvement; in fact, it may deteriorate the process. Most of the
problems are due to system, i.e. common cause variation (Deming, 1986; Marquardt,
1999). Special causes make the process output differ from predicted variation. Special
causes are attributable to single process inputs or other disturbing factors, such as
extreme weather (e.g. a thunderstorm causing an electrical power failure). When a
detected special cause is removed, the system regains stability. Control charts are used
to separate common cause variation from special cause variation.
SPC is not a program or software that may be bought and implemented. SPC is a
statistical technique that includes using basic problem-solving tools, such as a control
chart, a Pareto chart and a cause and effect diagram (Montgomery, 2009). Organizational
processes play a major role in success and they must be considered in implementation.
Without the supporting processes that drive further improvement, standalone applications
of SPC have a life expectancy of only a few years (Deming, 1986; Asif et al., 2009).
This manuscript is structured as follows: it begins with a literature review of
academic research on SPC implementation in organizations generally and in the pulp
and paper industry in particular to argue further why this management action research
study is necessary. The next section proposes research questions and describes the
research and data collection methods used. The following section describes the
research environment. The subsequent section presents a case description of SPC
implementation. Then the findings of the empirical study are discussed set against the
research questions and finally the conclusions are drawn and future research proposed.
2. Literature review
Successful implementation of SPC requires understanding of variation and statistical
thinking, especially from top management. In fact, lack of statistical thinking
is a bottleneck for any successful use of statistical tools (Grigg and Walls, 2007a). Top
management support is found to be a critical factor for successful SPC implementation

in most of the studies performed on the subject (Table I). When integrated with the
business strategy and implemented in the organization routines, the use of quality
management programs (such as Six Sigma) is more likely to succeed than standalone
applications (Asif et al., 2009).
Other important factors to impede success in SPC implementation are control charts
that are poorly constructed or based on invalid assumptions, inadequate interpretation
of control charts, lack of action in the presence of special causes, lack of expertise in the
organization, inability to choose the right process parameters for statistical control,
and incapable measurement systems (Table I).
Control charts (examples in Figures 1 and 3) can be a means of organizational
learning. When signals are correctly interpreted and special causes analyzed, they lead
to corrective actions to bring the process back into control or improvement actions to
remove root causes. When these corrective or improvement actions are documented
and implemented in routines, they become part of the organization’s memory.
However, if the loop of learning does not lead to actions, it demoralizes personnel and
SPC may lose credibility (Grigg and Walls, 2007b; Barber et al., 2006;
Rungtusanatham et al., 1999).
SPC has been reported to be used in the pulp and paper industry in several papers that
are mainly from the 1980s or 1990s in North America (Table II). Enthusiasm for SPC in
the industry was fueled by the American quality revolution of the 1980s. SPC was not

Factors required for a
successful SPC
implementation
Integration with business
strategy
Top management support/
commitment/actions
Control chart constructed
correctly and based on
valid assumptions
Control chart correctly
interpreted and acted on
Statistical expert in
organization (awareness of
methods)
Statistical thinking
Adequate measurement
system
Training and education in
SPC
Knowledge of which
parameters to monitor
Quality maturity
Feedback and learning
Audit and review of SPC
performance

Elgetal.
(2008)

Grigg
and
Walls
(2007b)

Paper
Grigg
and
Walls
(2007a)

Antony
and
Taner
(2003)
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Rungtusanatham Asifetal.
et al. (1999)
(2009)
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

Table I.
Factors required
for a successful SPC
implementation
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adopted widely in the pulp and paper industry, because there were no such external
market pressures as in, e.g. the automotive industry (Young and Winistorfer, 1999).
Specific challenges concerning use of SPC in pulp and paper production processes
are the autocorrelation of data (Armstrong, 1991; Latva-Käyrä, 2001), the fact that the
relationship with measured property and product functionality are not understood, and
that measurement variability is typically half of the total variability (Marquardt, 1999).
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Figure 3.
The number of special
causes per month in the
amount of residual
CaCO3 in lime
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In a typical pulp mill, while pursuing the production target and trying to keep
production running, things that are perceived of minor importance, such as repair of
gauges, are often neglected. Different shifts and operators may have different strategies
to control the process. The above-mentioned industry-specific peculiarities cause
unnecessary variation in the process (Fellers et al., 1992). Attitudes that may further

Table II.
Pulp and paper industry
SPC applications from
the literature
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impede successful SPC implementation in pulp production are reluctance to calibrate
process measurements in a sufficient way and to use mathematical models in process
optimization (Mendel, 1987).
In one case study, an IT solution of SPC methodology was implemented in a
Swedish industrial organization (Elg et al., 2008). Ingredients for this successful project
were clarity of purpose, involvement of end-users, a core development team, focusing
on various end-users, and iterative design methodology.
3. Research methodology
The following research questions are derived from the literature review:
RQ1. What critical success factors identified in other industries are detected when
implementing SPC in pulp and paper production?
RQ2. How does SPC act as a means of organizational learning in pulp and paper
production?
RQ3. What are the specific challenges concerning use of SPC in pulp and paper
production?
The method for obtaining the results in this case study was management action
research as discussed by Gummesson (2000). In management action research,
the researcher takes the role of a change agent in implementing changes in the
organization. The researcher is in close cooperation with the personnel in the studied
organization.
Data were collected through interviews, meeting documents, production reports,
process data information system, implemented SPC software, workshop
documentation, and participant observation. Two of the researchers were members
of the organization during the implementation process. One of the researchers was
in the role of leading change agent and facilitator throughout the implementation,
and the other developed organizational processes and special cause analysis in phase
two (Section 6). The analysis of data was done during and after the implementation.
In this article the point of view is focused on applying SPC in a pulp mill
organization and the special issues that need to be considered in this context.
4. Research environment: Finnish pulp mill
The case pulp mill was started up in the late 1990s in Finland. The mill belongs to one
of the world’s biggest pulp manufacturing companies. The mill’s design production
capacity was 500,000 ADt/a, which corresponds to 170 truckloads of wood raw
material per day. The number of employees in the mill was then approximately 200. At
the time of the start-up, it was one of the largest pulp mills in the world. Since the very
beginning, a team organization was implemented as the target was to have efficient
decision making and avoid the problems created by hierarchy.
Company changed its focus from internal efficiency to customer needs and wishes
quite drastically at the start of the millennium. This transfer was aided by a
changeover to a process management approach. One of the customer demands was
consistent product quality. In order to assist in this goal, a method of using SPC was
implemented in the production processes of the case mill.

A modern pulp mill is highly automated and the operators are dependent on various
online sensors and measurements in their work. Production is continuous, 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, and it is deliberately shut down for maintenance only a few
times a year. Automatic control loops are used in the processes wherever possible.
However, automated controllers cannot remove the special causes of variation that
occur from time to time. Personnel must react to and remove special causes. SPC
monitoring of the process can provide signals that maintenance is needed. Also,
personnel must keep statistical control of the measurements.
5. Implementing SPC – phase one, months 1-30
Mill management made a decision to try SPC in the case mill. Ten persons from various
levels of the organization were given a three-day training session, which included
creation of control charts for their respective working areas. Later in the same year, the
entire personnel was given a one-day SPC training session including the famous funnel
experiment (Deming, 1986). The training was given by an experienced and recognized
SPC consultant. The autocorrelation problem mentioned in the literature (Armstrong,
1991; Latva-Käyrä, 2001) was detected immediately when creating the control charts. In
measurements where observations are recorded at a relatively fast sampling rate
compared to process change rate, the observations are not independent (Bisgaard and
Kulahci, 2005). The practical method at the time for dealing with autocorrelation was to
sample at a slower rate, which led to an acceptably low autocorrelation and calculation of
the control limits based on the slower sampling rate. This method led to the inflated
control limits that were used.
In the first stage, control charts of key process input parameters were created in
the existing process data information system. The control charts were monitored in
the production department’s morning meetings. Procedures were created where the
operators analyzed and documented the special causes detected using the control
charts. A special cause in this case means a point outside the control (3 sigma) limits.
The basis for this partial use of the interpretation rules was to lower the threshold of
initial implementation and gain at least some of the benefits connected to use of SPC. It
is also stated that using rule one (point outside 3 sigma limits) is sufficient for most
control chart applications (Wheeler, 1995). The documentation was produced in MS
Word text documents and later using an MS Access database created for this purpose.
Corrective actions were decided on a case-by-case basis in the department’s morning
meetings. The participants in these 15-minute meetings were the engineers, operators,
shift manager and maintenance personnel of the production areas, altogether around
ten persons. The further processing of the information was completed by the
department engineers. No procedures were formally described for these actions.
The approach used in the first wave provided some benefits. The share of
out-of-specification product decreased during months 1-12 (Figure 1) back to its former
level. This was due to eliminating the special causes present in months 1-4.
Incentive bonuses based on the degree of reacting to special causes detected using the
control charts helped to keep the process stable in months 13-30 (Figure 1). The defect
percentage was based on the mill’s internal specification limits for the final product. The
defective product was sold at a discount. Even though key parameter readings improved
when implementing SPC, it should be kept in mind that reacting to special causes is simply
putting the processes in statistical control. (Deming, 1986; Makrymichalos et al., 2005).
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A major improvement was evident in some key parameters during this period, for example
reinforcement pulp strength level increased by 20 percent (,16 ¼ .,19.5 mNm2/g).
However, this included some use of more sophisticated methods, such as design of
experiments. In phase one, measure system analysis was conducted. Control charts were
created for the laboratory and online measurement processes considered the most
important. It was soon realized that in many cases measurement variation was excessive,
even more than half of the process variation (e.g. pulp tear index (strength) standard
deviation was ,0.4 mNm2/g and measurement process standard deviation 0.4 mNm2/g)
as mentioned in the literature (Marquardt, 1999).
In the later stages of phase one, it became obvious that it was difficult to utilize the
potential of SPC fully using the available software and systems. The administration
process was laborious and the work performed by the operators did not cause enough
improvement actions at the next (managerial) level in the organization. Therefore, the
people involved in this process became dissatisfied with filling in forms which only
infrequently led to immediate changes. Dissatisfaction with the poorly performing
feedback loop is well in line with the literature (Grigg and Walls, 2007b; Barber et al.,
2006; Rungtusanatham et al., 1999).
6. Implementing SPC – phase two, months 31-70
The company management decided during the first phase that adequate software
could play a significant role in enhancing the process of continuous improvement.
A break was taken in using SPC in production processes while constructing the new
system. This proved to be a mistake, because the share of out-of-specification product
rapidly increased, in months 31-41 (Figure 1). When reacting to special causes became
arbitrary, processes slid away from statistical control.
The software was developed in co-operation with the existing process information
system supplier. From the very beginning, the procedure (Figure 2) created by the case
mill was the basis of the concept. Whenever a special cause was detected, the operator
reacted to it first. The operator analyzed the cause, took the necessary corrective action,
and documented it. Documentation included choosing the appropriate alternative for
the cause in the cause and effect diagram (Figure 4) included in the software.

Figure 4.
Part of the cause and effect
diagram for residual
CaCO3 in lime

If the operator was not able to deal with the problem, it was forwarded to the expert
level. Documented special causes were reviewed in the departmental morning meetings
and the unsolved ones were passed on to a named expert or problem-solving team for
further action. In the second phase, use of a data projector in the meeting room was
introduced, so that every attendee of the departmental meeting could see the control
charts and documented actions precisely on the screen.
The team responsible for the operational definitions and implementation of the new
software consisted of the personnel using the software, IT specialists from both the
customer and the software supplier, as well as an experienced external quality specialist.
The team and supplier key persons received two-day SPC training at the very beginning
of the project. The software contained the seven quality tools and it was integrated in the
distributed control system (DCS) of the mill. The user interfaces of the software were
designed keeping in mind the target of simplicity. They were all run in an ordinary web
browser, which at the time of training was familiar to everybody working in the mill.
Considering the implementation in the light of an almost identical case in Sweden
(Elg et al., 2008), the elements taken into account in this case were the same: management
decision and goal setting, validity of the system through involvement of end-users, a
core development team, keeping the end-users in focus, and using an iterative approach.
Cultural differences between Sweden and Finland are small, so the cases are comparable.
When the software was implemented in production, the personnel taking part in the
procedure (Figure 2) were given at least a half-day training session, including a brief
refresher course on the basics of SPC and user training for the software. Any
improvement ideas raised during the training were collected and implemented at once,
if possible.
After start-up of the software, there was an immediate decrease in the share of
out-of-specification product (month 42, Figure 1) as well as in the number of special
causes in the monitored parameters. To exemplify this, the quantity of special causes per
month in the residual CaCO3 amount in lime (Figure 3) is presented. Lime is used to
regenerate the chemical (white liquor) that is used in pulp digesting. Therefore, the
uniform quality of lime is one of the key input variables to consistent pulp quality. After
start-up of the software, the amount of special causes decreased rapidly and remained at
a low level. The number of entries using the web browser based diary remained
constant, at a level of 400-600 entries per month. The diary was used both to pass
information between different parties in the mill operation and to record the special
cause analysis.
Although it was seen that the process of continual improvement was boosted, there
was still room for improvement. A crucial part in speeding up root cause analysis of
special causes and documenting them was the cause and effect diagram, also commonly
known as the fishbone or Ishikawa diagram, named after Kaoru Ishikawa (Figure 4).
During the start-up, it was believed that a generic diagram would work for every
monitored parameter. The generic causes did not prove to be very efficient in this
environment. The process was improved by a solution where the cause and effect
diagrams were created specifically for each monitored parameter (Tiainen, 2004). An
applicable presentation model was found in the diagnosis diagrams of odontology
(dentistry). Dentists use an easily understandable fault tree diagram to diagnose the
causes of toothache. The cause and effect diagrams were created by a team consisting
of the operators, the area’s engineers, and an SPC specialist. The exact phrases and
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language used by the personnel were used in the diagrams. In addition to
implementing the diagrams into the software, they were placed on the control room
walls so that the diagrams were visible at all times.
When an operator recorded a special cause analysis in the system, the appropriate
alternative for the cause was selected in the cause and effect diagram (Figure 4) included
in the software. The generated records were used to create Pareto chart reporting. Pareto
chart reporting enabled the detection of the areas with the most problems. Using Pareto
charts, it was also possible to drill down from general types of causes to details,
according to the taxonomy in the cause and effect diagram (Figure 4). Drilling down
made it possible to identify the most recurring root causes. The idea behind the continual
improvement process used is shown in Figure 5.
Further improvements in organizing the procedures included department engineers’
weekly SPC reporting in the morning meeting of the mill. Weekly reports included
control chart monitoring of the amount of special causes in the department,
descriptions of analyzed special causes, and actions taken (Tiainen, 2004).
The majority of the production personnel (67 persons) involved in the procedures
attended follow-up training and a feedback session. Comments (Table III) were collected
from personnel using participative workshops in five different one-day training sessions
during months 53-54. The main benefits most commonly recorded in the group work
were related to improvement in organizational matters. The formerly tacitly known
problems were brought into the open and discussed more thoroughly than before.
Actions were taken based on the operators’ analysis. Targets were clearer because
attention was especially paid to only a few key parameter control charts, typically two
control charts per department. Communication was perceived to have improved

Special
cause
analysis

Analysis,
further
studying
and
follow-ups

Using
control
chart

?

Figure 5.
Continual process
improvement cycle
in the case mill

Brainstroming

between departments, because special cause analysis often required co-operation. Cause
and effect diagrams improved professional abilities in solving technical problems.
Matters that were considered to need improvement in the group work are familiar
from the literature. Management had not always taken action even though the operators
had found the correct root causes. This may lead to frustration, which demoralizes
personnel and SPC may lose credibility (Grigg and Walls, 2007b; Barber et al., 2006;
Rungtusanatham et al., 1999). Finding the “right” parameters was considered
challenging. This hints that the organization was dealing with the problem of limited
knowledge of their processes (Antony and Taner, 2003; Rungtusanatham et al., 1999).
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7. Discussion
RQ1. What critical success factors identified in other industries are detected when
implementing SPC in pulp and paper production?
The presented case can be seen as a successful start-up of SPC in the pulp and paper
industry. The case findings (Table IV) mostly further confirm the earlier reported
factors for a successful SPC implementation (Antony and Taner, 2003; Asif et al., 2009;
Elg et al., 2008; Grigg and Walls, 2007a, b; Rungtusanatham et al., 1999). The evidence
in Table IV was collected as mentioned in Section 3 research methodology and filled in
by the researcher.
In the studied case, SPC was integrated with the business strategy as the company
had focused on the customer and consistent product quality. Applying process
management further aided management in implementing SPC in the organization’s
routines. Top management proved their support by allocating money and resources to
training and the required IT tools.
Statistical thinking is mentioned as a prerequisite for any use of statistical tools
(Grigg and Walls, 2007a). In the case study, the whole personnel received training in
the basic principles of common cause and special cause variation. This basic theme
was repeated as a part of each of five different training packages during a time span of
over four years. During the case study, at least one of the authors of this paper was part
of the organization providing statistical expertise.
Although key process input measures were identified and taken into statistical
control, personnel perceived that “finding the ‘right’ parameters is not easy”.
Main benefits

Opportunities for further improvement

The already tacitly known problems are brought Corrective actions are not always taken by
up for open discussion in the organization
management even if the operators have found the
root cause of the problem
More common awareness of the targets in the
Finding the “right” parameters for monitoring is
organization
not easy
Improved communication between different
The software does not work as well as it should,
departments and organizational levels
some clear bugs are still left even after one year of
production run
Improved professional abilities
Improved internal efficiency
Improved product quality
Corrective actions have been taken

Table III.
Most recurring comments
collected during
personnel follow-up
training during months
53-54 (67 persons/17
work groups)
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Factors required for a successful SPC
implementation

Detected in
this case

Integration with business strategy
(Asif et al., 2009)
Top management support/commitment/
actions (Rungtusanatham et al., 1999;
Antony and Taner, 2003; Elg et al., 2008;
Asif et al., 2009)
Control chart constructed correctly and
based on valid assumptions
(Rungtusanatham et al., 1999; Antony and
Taner, 2003; Grigg and Walls, 2007a)
Control chart correctly interpreted and
acted on (Rungtusanatham et al., 1999;
Antony and Taner, 2003; Grigg and Walls,
2007b)
Statistical expert in organization
(awareness of methods)
(Rungtusanatham et al., 1999; Grigg and
Walls, 2007a, b)
Statistical thinking (Grigg and Walls,
2007a, b)

Yes

Adequate measurement system
(Rungtusanatham et al., 1999; Antony and
Taner, 2003)
Training and education in SPC
(Rungtusanatham et al., 1999; Antony and
Taner, 2003)
Knowledge of which parameters to
monitor (Rungtusanatham et al., 1999;
Antony and Taner, 2003)
Quality maturity (Grigg and Walls, 2007a)

Table IV.
Factors for a successful
SPC implementation
compared to case
findings

Yes

Yes

Evidence/comment
Customer needs orientation
Process management
Allocation of resources
Including SPC in daily management
processes
Experienced and recognized SPC consultant
coaching in chart construction
Detecting and dealing with autocorrelation

Yes (rule 1) Special causes (observations outside control
limits) analyzed and processed further
Yes

Two authors of this paper in the
organization at the time

Yes

Basic principles of common cause and
special cause variation taught to whole
personnel
It was seen that many measurement
processes had excessive variation
Improvement actions were taken
Five different training packages were given
to the whole or part of the personnel over a
four-year time span
Feedback from personnel: “finding the
“right” parameters is not easy”

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes, partly

Feedback and learning (Grigg and
Walls, 2007a)

Yes

Audit and review of SPC performance
(Rungtusanatham et al., 1999)

No

Key measures identified
Facilitator identified
Training provided
Feedback from personnel:
Improved professional abilities
Improved communication between different
departments and organizational levels
No (formal) audit and review process
executed

This implies that the relationship with the measured property and product functionality
was not completely understood as stated in the literature (Marquardt, 1999) and that the
organization was dealing with the problem of having a limited knowledge of their
own processes (Antony and Taner, 2003; Rungtusanatham et al., 1999). As reported in
the literature, the measurement system itself was found to be typical for the process
industry (Marquardt, 1999). Measurement variation in many positions was excessive,
even more than half of the process variation. A systematic audit and review of SPC
performance was not included in the case studied.

The full potential of control charts was not utilized. The only rule used was that of
observation outside of control (3 sigma) limits. However, these special causes were
reacted to, analyzed, and documented. Wheeler (1995) states that using detection rule
one (point outside control limits) “is sufficient for most applications of the control
chart”. Based on accumulated documentation, the processes were analyzed and
corrective actions were made. The methods deployed facilitated organizational
learning and co-operation between the organizational units and levels.
One factor for a successful SPC implementation not present in this study is an audit
and review of SPC performance. The factors for a successful SPC implementation
detected in this pulp mill case study are:
.
integration with business strategy;
.
top management support/commitment/actions;
.
control chart constructed correctly and based on valid assumptions;
.
control chart correctly interpreted and acted on;
.
statistical expert in organization (awareness of methods);
.
statistical thinking;
.
adequate measurement system;
.
training and education in SPC;
.
knowledge of which parameters to monitor;
.
quality maturity; and
.
feedback and learning.
RQ2. How does SPC act as a means of organizational learning in pulp and paper
production?
The developed process using control charts and integrated cause and effect diagrams as
tools was perceived as beneficial for knowledge by the operating personnel. The key
variables were emphasized by monitoring them using control charts. Problems were
brought out into the open and solving them required more co-operation between
different departments and organizational levels than earlier. Also the professional
abilities were seen to improve as a result of using the developed process. Even before
using the control charts in the process (Figure 5), learning occurred in the brainstorming
where the first version of the cause and effect diagram was built. Therefore, it can be said
that SPC can act as means of organizational learning in a pulp and paper industry unit as
it has been reported to do in other environments. This case also validates the earlier
reported demoralizing effect of the broken loop of learning that does not lead to actions
(Grigg and Walls, 2007b; Barber et al., 2006; Rungtusanatham et al., 1999).
According to this study, SPC acts as a means of organizational learning in pulp and
paper production by:
.
bringing problems out into the open;
.
promoting co-operation between different organizational units and levels; and
.
sharing and documenting the organization’s knowledge in cause and effect
diagrams and special cause analysis.
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RQ3. What are the specific challenges concerning use of SPC in pulp and paper
production?
Challenges reported specifically for pulp and paper were partly validated by this case study
(Table V). Measurement variability is reported to be a challenging problem specific to the
process industry (Marquardt, 1999). It was also present in the studied case. In some cases,
mostly the measuring of product properties, even more than half of the process variation
was generated by the measurement process. The autocorrelation of data is a specific
challenge concerning the use of SPC in pulp and paper production processes (Armstrong,
1991; Latva-Käyrä, 2001). The autocorrelation of data was present in this case, especially in
automatic online measurements that produce observations at a relatively fast sampling
rate compared to the process change rate. Feedback from the personnel concerning the
selection of the parameters to control suggests that the process is not fully understood. This
supports the earlier reported lack of knowledge on the relationship between the measured
property and product functionality (Marquardt, 1999). Based on personnel feedback, it
seems that matters that are perceived as being of minor importance for production volume
are sometimes neglected. This is in line with an earlier report (Fellers et al., 1992).
No evidence was found in this case study to support earlier reported differences in
control strategies between different shifts. The use of only rule one to detect special
causes (point outside 3 sigma limits) implies a reluctance to use mathematical models
or calibrate measurements in a sufficient way, as earlier reported by Mendel (1987).
To summarize the findings of this study, the specific challenges concerning the use
of SPC in pulp and paper production are:
.
autocorrelation of data;
.
measurement variability is excessive;
Supported
Specific challenge in pulp and paper industry by the case Evidence/comment
Autocorrelation of data (Ho and Henriksson,
1992; Latva-Käyrä, 2001)
Relationship between measured property and
product functionality are not understood
(Marquardt, 1999)
Measurement variability is typically half of the
total variability (Marquardt, 1999)
Things that are perceived as being of minor
importance for production output are often
neglected (Fellers et al., 1992)

Table V.
Specific challenges in
pulp and paper SPC
implementation
compared to case
findings

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes,
partially

Different shifts and operators may have
No
different strategies to control the process
(Fellers et al., 1992)
Reluctance to calibrate process measurements Yes
in a sufficient way (Mendel, 1987)
Reluctance to use mathematical models in
process optimization (Mendel, 1987)

Yes

Could be seen in many (automatic
online) measurements
Feedback from personnel: “finding the
‘right’ parameters is not easy”
It was seen that many measurement
processes had excessive variation
Feedback from personnel: “corrective
actions are not always taken by
management even if the operators have
found the root cause of the problem”
No evidence found in this study
Using of only rule one for detecting
special causes (point outside 3 sigma
limits)
Using of only rule one for detecting
special causes (point outside 3 sigma
limits)

.

.

process knowledge and understanding of the relationship with process measured
product property and functionality are limited; and
reluctance to use mathematical models.

8. Conclusions
This paper presents the implementation of SPC in a pulp mill organization. The case
findings are discussed and compared with existing literature.
A Six Sigma DMAIC process control phase is crucial to maintain the improvements
gained in projects. It is not easy to successfully implement effective and sustainable
control methods. The control chart is one commonly used tool in the measure and
control phase. Control charts can also act as a means of organizational learning.
General prerequisites for using control charts successfully are well discussed in the
existing literature. The most frequently mentioned and emphasized prerequisite is the
commitment of top management. The skills and expertise to use the statistical tools
themselves only come after management commitment.
In the process industry, one typical constraint in the successful use of SPC is
excessive measurement variability. Measurement variability per se does not prevent a
control chart from working, but observing changes in the process becomes challenging.
Another typical feature of the process industry is limited process knowledge. The
relationship between process variables (process inputs) and product functionality
(process outputs) is not fully understood. The main specific challenges for the use of
SPC in the pulp and paper industry are autocorrelation of data and neglecting things
perceived to be of minor importance in comparison with the production output. Also,
the reluctance to use mathematical models constrains the successful use of SPC.
In this case study, SPC methods were applied in a pulp mill organization.
Implementation was done in two phases. Phase one was done with the existing
information infrastructure and phase two with an IT application especially developed
for the purpose.
This case study supports and confirms the earlier findings of critical success factors
and organizational learning made in other industries concerning the implementation
and use of SPC. Most factors reported necessary for a successful SPC implementation
(Table I) were detected in this case. It verified the presence of integration with business
strategy, top management support, a control chart that was constructed correctly and
based on valid assumptions, the correct use of the control chart, a statistical expert in the
organization, statistical thinking, an adequate measurement system, SPC training,
knowledge of which parameters to monitor, quality maturity, feedback and learning
(Table IV). The procedure was facilitated by using an IT application. Control charts and
cause and effect diagrams were methods deployed for organizational learning. Positive
results as a consequence of implementing SPC were observed both in the key parameter
values and feedback from the organization’s personnel. The number of special causes
decreased during the use of SPC. Organizational matters, such as bringing problems into
the open for discussion, communication within the organization and awareness of
targets, were seen to improve. However, negative matters observed were the partial
frustration felt because management did not always take action based on the operators’
findings and the lack of knowledge of which parameters to monitor.
Some earlier reported pulp and paper industry-specific challenges were also present and
confirmed in this case study. There was often autocorrelation present in measurement data
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especially from automatic online devices. Furthermore, measurement variation was
excessive, especially in measuring product properties. The knowledge of the impact of
process variables on product features was limited. Use of only rule one for detecting special
causes (point outside 3 sigma limits) may imply a reluctance to use mathematical models.
The conclusion is that SPC methods can be implemented successfully in a pulp mill
organization. The findings are in line with the studied literature. The future challenge
in this case is to avoid the path of frustration that typically comes in a few years
(Deming, 1986). This study was carried out in a single pulp mill so the results may not
be directly applicable to other pulp and paper mills with a different organization
structure or to other industries. The potential of control charts was not fully utilized,
since only rule one detecting special causes was used (point outside 3 sigma limits).
Further research in this case could be a follow-up study of how the case
organization managed to maintain and improve the implemented processes. In general,
there is still room for increased understanding of what makes the implementation of
Six Sigma DMAIC control phase tools and working methods successful in the pulp and
paper industry as well as in other industries.
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Abstract- Problem solving in continuous industrial processes
is often a time-consuming task where the readings from many
online measurements have to be studied simultaneously. To
aid the process operators of a lime kiln in this task, an
application utilizing case-based reasoning (CBR) was
developed. One of the factors affecting system design was the
number of training cases available, which was quite small for
a CBR application. The diagnostic accuracy of the system was
significantly improved with weight factor optimization, where
the cost function was defined to find a suitable balance
between false positives and false negatives. The results
indicate that there are economically profitable possibilities in
using the CBR approach and tools in everyday pulp & paper
production processes.
Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning, Weight Factor,
Optimization, Lime Kiln, Statistical Process Control.

1

Introduction

Lime kilns are used as part of chemical recovery in kraft
pulp mills (Fig. 1). These kilns are rotary furnaces, where
calcium carbonate in recovered lime mud is converted to
reusable calcium oxide by drying and heating. A typical lime
kiln in a pulp mill is about 100 m long and has a capacity of
500 t/day. [1]

efficiency, and to avoid undesirable environmental impacts.
The problem space for this diagnostic task is relatively large,
as there are a considerable number of different potential fault
types and the unit process has a wide spectrum of normal
operational conditions, reflecting effects from other parts of
the process. Disturbances to be diagnosed are fortunately
relatively rare, but this also means that the experience
accumulated from problem solving is limited and tends to be
forgotten. Furthermore, industrial processes are subject to
wear, repairs, adjustments, and continuous improvement.
Therefore both normal operational situations and the
symptoms caused by particular faults can change over time.
In fault diagnosis, time series from dozens of online
measurements have to be considered. In addition to the
factors mentioned above, the interpretation of these time
series is complicated by the dynamic nature of the unit
process. Hence, e.g., process delays of several hours have to
be taken into account. Furthermore, the measurement
readings are never fully reliable. For example, the high
temperatures in the kiln require optical temperature sensors,
which are distorted by the dust present in the kiln.
In order to assist process operators in this task, a
diagnostic system was developed. Despite the slow rate of
accumulating incident data, the case-based reasoning (CBR)
approach was deemed suitable, because 1) this approach
facilitates systematic recording and utilization of experience
gained, 2) some process faults tend to reoccur, 3) it facilitates
relatively straightforward handling of missing data, and 4)
both building and maintaining a detailed enough physical
model (or, e.g., a rule-based system) including all the relevant
phenomena would be impractically laborious.

2

Figure 1. A lime kiln and its
neighborhood in a pulp mill. [1]
When any disturbances occur, process operators should
diagnose and remediate the incident as rapidly as possible in
order to avoid additional damage, to prevent the disturbance
from spreading to other parts of the mill, to ensure production

Existing problem solving practice

Disturbance symptoms were detected using an online
application of statistical process control (SPC) [4, 8] which
has been applied in the mill since 2003 [2]. A disturbance was
detected as a violation of statistical control limits. When a
violation occurred, the process operators analyzed the
problem utilizing a cause and effect diagram (Fig. 2)
constructed specifically for this response parameter. The
cause and effect diagram served as a checklist. It had been
created based both on operators' knowledge and the
disturbances that had taken place earlier. Data from the mill’s
distributed control system (DCS) was available for this
analysis. Experienced operators also could identify some
causes the measurements do not directly indicate. The most

•

likely cause was then selected from a list in the online
application's input form. This structured analysis of the
violation and the corrective action performed were recorded
in the online application's database for further processing.

Figure 2. Part of the cause and effect diagram
for deviations in residual CaCO3.
Depending on the success of the corrective actions, the
cause was processed through different levels of the
organization (Fig. 3) [11]. The process was followed in daily
departmental meetings of the mill using the online tool's log.
The structure of collected data enabled drilling down in
Pareto analysis. Pareto diagram was used in further analysis
of the cumulated data of the causes. This further analysis was
then used to decide on further actions and to focus
improvement resources of the organization.

Control/tuning
Repair
Cleaning/maintenance
External cause removal

Cause
removal

Expert level:
Forward to named expert

In joint workshops with mill personnel, 36 feature
parameters relevant to the problem setting were defined.
Since 2004 accumulated cause and effect diagram included a
major part of these feature parameters. In addition to
measurable entities, the diagram included directly
immeasurable parameters known only tacitly. Most feature
parameters were measurement readings averaged over the
most recent 5 h or 24 h period, depending on the dynamics of
the entity measured. This averaging was done to reduce noise
and to ignore fast variations which are effectively attenuated
in large vessels. Other feature parameters described the
variability of a few measurements and differences between
some pairs of measurements.
Measurement readings needed to compute a feature
parameter can be missing due to sensor or data transfer
problems. Also, the data acquisition system at the mill
performs some sanity checks and can flag some data readings
as unreliable. In these cases, the value of the feature
parameter is stored as a Not a Number (NaN) value [6].
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Manufacturing
Process
Corrective action:

•
•

SPC detects
disturbance

Yes

Can I f ix it?

Operator

No
Yes

Problem solving
team:

Cause known

Department
Supervisor

No

The process fault that has caused the disturbance,
e.g., malfunction in the feed of fuel oil. This is
naturally known only a posteriori.
Bookkeeping information, e.g., time stamps.
Structured text, where information about the
disturbance and its remediation can be entered.

Diagnosis with case-based reasoning

The diagnosis is commenced when a new process
disturbance has been detected. Following the principle of
CBR, the current values of the feature parameters are
compared to earlier cases recorded in a case base. The most
similar cases are retrieved and used as basis for the result
shown to process personnel. [5, 9]
The similarity s between cases ci and cj is calculated as

Decision of further actions

,
Figure 3. Processing of a deviation in the case mill.
The CBR system was developed to expedite this
problem solving process. To simplify system adoption, it was
designed to require only a minimal change to existing system
practices.

3

Case representation

In this application of CBR, a case represents a
production disturbance in a lime kiln. A case includes the
following data items:
•
•

Detected disturbance symptom, e.g., too high
concentration of residual CaCO3.
Feature parameters, which are readings from online measurements or values computed from them.

100% ·

∑
∑

(1)

is the value of the kth feature parameter of case
where
and
is the corresponding weight factor. The values of the
feature parameters are suitably normalized in order to make,
e.g., measurements of different physical units on par with
each other. Feature parameters with NaN values are ignored
in similarity calculation (the corresponding terms are omitted
from the sum expressions in both numerator and
denominator). In this way the similarity value isn't decreased
by any missing data item.
The data available for building and training the
diagnostic system spanned nine months and included 16
cases, which is a relatively small number for training a CBR
application. Only a few of the fault causes were represented
by more than one case each, wherefore the available case base
had only a very limited coverage of different process

conditions. In the first phase of the work, all the weight
factors were set equal to each other.

many cases are shown the results have little practical value as
they rule out only a few of the possible causes.

For validation the pulp mill provided data for another 20
cases. All the validation cases had occurred after the time
period used for training. This arrangement has a
correspondence to online diagnostics, as there can be process
changes (e.g., wear and repairs) in the time period between
the time instances of the training cases and the production
disturbance being diagnosed. Hence the more common leaveone-out cross validation scheme was not selected. The
validation was done blindfolded: the mill revealed the actual
fault causes analyzed by the operators only after the CBR
results had been computed.

The rates of false positives and false negatives were
studied using two indicator functions utilizing a posteriori
information of the actual process faults. The first indicator
gives the percentage of validation cases whose result sets
include the correct process fault:

The fault causes of six of the twenty validation cases
were not present in the teaching data. If these cases are not
counted, and two training cases most similar to each
validation case are considered, the correct diagnostic result
was found for 50% of the validation cases.

|
|

· 100%

|

is the set of validation cases and | · | denotes set
where
cardinality.
The second indicator gives the percentage of teaching
cases corresponding to incorrect diagnostic results that are
excluded from the answer sets:
∑

· 100%

∑

A similarity threshold value can be used to determine
how many of the training cases to include in the result
for case
displayed to the process operator. The result set
can be constructed with
|

,

Φ

|

(3)

where
is the actual process fault that has caused the
process disturbance. The process faults in the case base are
assumed to be almost always correctly recorded.
An ideal diagnostic result would include only the true
cause of the process disturbance to be resolved, Φ
. In the lime kiln application, however, this is not
feasible even as a development target, because the training
cases available cover only a relatively small part of the
problem space. A more pragmatic goal for the diagnostic
system would be to have the correct process fault in the result
Φ
, as often as possible and with as few
set,
incorrect process faults as possible.
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False positives and false negatives

Deciding how many best matching cases to propose to
the process operator involves a compromise between the rates
of false positives and false negatives. If too few cases are
shown the correct diagnostic results are excluded, and if too

(5)

is the set of training cases whose process faults
where
differ from that of
|

(2)

is the set of training cases and the caret ^
where
emphasizes that the result from the diagnostic reasoning
doesn't necessarily always provide correct information about
the process malfunction. The set of process faults Φ indicated
as the result of the case-based diagnosis is

(4)

(6)

Figure 4 shows the values of these two indicators as
functions of similarity threshold value used in constructing
the result set with Equation 2. As the threshold similarity is
increased, more training cases are excluded from the result
sets of the validation cases. Consequently, more incorrect
diagnostic results are excluded ( increases), but also fewer
correct diagnostic results are found ( decreases).
At low similarity threshold values the value of
is
70% (and not 100%), because 30% of the validation cases had
faults that were not present in the training set.
False positives and false negatives

%

Threshold similarity s0 [%]

Figure 4. Percentages of answer sets with
correct diagnostic results ( ) and incorrect
results excluded ( ).

In an ideal situation viewing such a graph might reveal a
suitable value for , applying which would lead to result sets
almost always including correct diagnostic results and only
few incorrect ones. In practice the choice of a suitable value
for threshold similarity is more complicated. Considering
these two indicators gives some insight to the problem, but
the final choice has to be made from mill operators'
perspective, considering their actual decision making task.
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This helps to reduce false positives, as
optimization than .

was less affected by

False positives and false negatives
Equal weights
Optimized weights

Optimisation of the weight factors

In the calculations presented so far the weight factors wi
were all equal to each other, meaning that all feature
parameters had equal importance in similarity calculation and
consequently in case retrieval. In order to improve diagnostic
accuracy, the weight factors were adjusted using
optimization. If the training cases were considerably more
numerous, and the danger of overfitting not so imminent,
optimization would also have been used to search for suitable
feature parameters among a large set of process
measurements and among different values (so-called soft
sensors) computed from the measurement readings.
First, a suitable objective function had to be defined. As
the optimization was desired to improve the balance between
the false positives and the false negatives, the maximum of
the sum of the two indicators was selected:
,…,

max

Threshold similarity s0 [%]

Figure 5. Effect of optimization on
indicators and .
The effect can also be seen in the sum of the two
indicators, shown in Figure 6. The maximum of this sum has
to
become more distinct, suggesting a potential value for
be deployed.
Sum of indicators
Equal weights
Optimized weights

(7)

The choice of the cost function was strongly influenced
by the small number of training cases available. Alternative,
more frequently used cost functions that were considered
targeted at the most similar case indicating the correct
diagnostic results (corresponding to a diagonal confusion
matrix) or at high intra-group and low inter-group similarities
when the training cases are grouped by their diagnostic results
[7]. However, these approaches would have required many
more training cases providing a comprehensive coverage of
the problem space. In addition, the latter of these approaches
wouldn’t easily accommodate the same process faults
occurring in a wide operational range of the process.
A steepest descend optimization algorithm was used.
For finding the global optimum in this non-linear
optimization task, a stochastic element was added: new
starting points for the steepest descend method were
repeatedly generated with a pseudo random number
generator. Should computational resources have been more
limited, optimization based on genetic algorithms would have
been considered [10]. The optimization was constrained to
0,1 .
keep all the weight factors
before
Figure 5 shows the values of indicators and
and after optimization. As can be seen, with optimized weight
can be set higher without
factors the similarity threshold
excluding correct diagnostic results from the answer sets.

and

Threshold similarity s0 [%]

Figure 6. Effect of optimization on
the sum of indicators and .
Considering the two training cases most similar to each
validation case, and ignoring validation cases whose process
faults were not present in training data, correct diagnostic
results were found for 71% of the validation cases. This is a
significant improvement from 50% achieved with equal
weight factors. However, it should be noted that comparison
of these two figures is not fair as the validation cases were
used in the evaluation of the cost function of the optimization.
Ideally the optimization would be carried out utilizing only
the values in the training set, but this approach was precluded
by the small number of cases available.
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Software implementation

The software implementation of the diagnostic system
was designed for both solving acute production disturbances
and sharing information across several production units in the

same company. The former of these tasks is carried out by
process operators, and the main tool for supporting this
function is similarity search in the case base. Sharing
information between production units mainly aims at longertem process improvement. Combining information from
several production units is also valuable when
troubleshooting occasional faults for which a single mill
could provide only little data.

Feature
parameters

Time series data

• Similarity search
• Structured text search
• Taxonomy browse
• Case editor

XML case
database

Web server

A prototype of the diagnostic system was implemented
as a web service used through a browser. The CBR cases
were represented as XML, similar to the approach by Hayes
and Cunningham [3] but more comprehensive, as storing also
taxonomic information and tacit knowledge was found
valuable. The system architecture is depicted in Figure 7.

Search index
database

Figure 7. The system architecture of the
diagnostic system.
Figure 8 shows a snapshot of the user interface used for
developing and testing the diagnostic functionality. This view
can also be used by the process engineers to search for certain
values of one or more feature parameters in the case base,
providing information for longer-term process improvement.
For operators solving acute production disturbances, a more
straightforward user interface is to be developed.
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Conclusions

In this work, CBR was applied to the diagnosis of a
continuous industrial unit process. This application domain
has several characteristics that complicate diagnostics,
especially the complicated nature of the multivariate dynamic
physical interactions involved and the evolving nature of the
problem domain (due to, e.g., process improvements).
Together these characteristics render approaches based on,
e.g., detailed physical modeling infeasible. On the other hand,
the frequency of disturbances to be diagnosed is relatively
low; in the present work the training data spanning nine
months included only 16 cases. This makes the identification
of purely statistical classifiers prone to overfitting, especially
as the classifiers should include some kind of an adaptation
mechanism to account for any changes in the unit process.
CBR was found to provide a suitable compromise between
these factors, by both employing human expertise in the
definition of the feature variables and learning from past
experience. Also, some process faults tend to reoccur, which
further supports the choice of CBR.
As the diagnostic system cannot be made infallible, key
issues regarding its usefulness include the rates of false
positive and false negative results. Indicator functions were
developed for examining these rates. These indicators
provided valuable insight to the issue and were helpful in
deciding how many best matching cases to show as result.
They also provided a basis for the cost function developed for
the optimization of the weight factors.
The other main criteria besides accuracy in decision
making in the pulp mill environment is swiftness. The major
advantage compared to existing procedure in processing the
violation of control limits is significant decrease in the effort
and time used in routine checks done by the operator. An
unexpressed concern is that by creating intelligent control
systems and relying on them operators´ process knowledge
decreases.
As in any other empirical model, the changes taking
place in the process change also the relations between causes
and effects. If the system is not updated, it will degenerate.
Thus the training of CBR needs to be constant and the system
is never completely finished. New cases need to be recorded
and accepted to case base continuously.

Figure 8. The web interface used in
developing the CBR application.

The results indicate that there are economically
profitable possibilities in using CBR approach and tools in
everyday pulp & paper production processes. To be able to
apply successfully the CBR concept in production
environment it must be based on a well managed process in
detecting, analyzing and documenting of incidents. An
approach such as SPC applied in the case mill seems to be
practical and functional for this purpose. Even with the
limited number of training cases available, the validation
results were quite promising, indicating diagnostic accuracy
useful to help process operators in their work.
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Abstract
Purpose – This paper deals with the identification and diagnosis of operational variability in chemical
processes, which is a common problem in mills but little explored in literature. The Cross-Industry
Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) is a widely used approach in problem solving.
The purpose of this paper is to: first, contribute to the body of knowledge on applying CRISP-DM
in a pulp mill production process and the special issues that need to be considered in this context.
Exact amounts of a cost increase due to variation in pulp production have not been reported
previously. Second, to quantify the cost of variation.
Design/methodology/approach – In the case studied, the variation in a pulp mill batch cooking
process had increased. In order to identify the causes of variation, CRISP-DM was applied.
Findings – The cycle of variation was identified and found to be related to the batch cooking process
cycle time. By using information from this analysis it was possible to detect otherwise unobserved
defective steam nozzles. The defective equipment was repaired and improved. Further improvement
was achieved when the fouling of a heat exchanger was found by analysis to be the root cause of
long-term variability parameters. By applying CRISP-DM, equipment defects and fouling were
identified as the root causes of the higher manufacturing costs due to increased variation were detected
and estimated. The Taguchi loss function is a possible tool for estimating the cost of variation in pulp
manufacturing.
Originality/value – This paper provides new knowledge in the context of implementing CRISP-DM
and the Taguchi loss function in the pulp and paper manufacturing process.
Keywords Data mining, CRISP-DM, Paper industry, Taguchi loss function
Paper type Case study
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1. Introduction
Identification and diagnosis of operational variability in chemical processes is a common
problem in mills but one that is little explored in the literature. Methodologies for
the systematic deployment of data analysis and problem solving have been proposed.
The Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) (Chapman et al., 2000),
is a general and industry-independent approach to data mining. Case studies of
implementing CRISP-DM for problem solving in a continuous manufacturing process
are few and far between.
In the pulp and paper industry, one of the main customer demands is consistent
product quality, which facilitates smoother process operation further along the value
chain. Consistent product quality is a result of consistent raw material flow and stable
process conditions.
In a chemical pulping process, the raw material, usually wood, is first treated
mechanically to reduce particle size adequately for a digesting sub process. The prevailing
digesting process type for producing unbleached wood-based pulp is kraft cooking.
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The outcome of a kraft cooking process is usually measured by using the kappa number
(Gustafsson et al., 2011). The kappa number indicates the amount of residual lignin in
pulp. Kappa number stability indicates the stability of the digesting process. Too low a
kappa number after digesting means that the bleached end product is inferior in strength
properties and material cost is higher than in the targeted product. Too high a kappa
number leads to problems in the manufacturing process downstream, increasing
bleaching cost and possibly out of specification brightness of the bleached end product.
A high kappa number of unbleached pulp also leads to a high environmental load in
unclosed elementary chlorine free bleaching processes.
In the case pulp mill, which used a batch cooking process, kappa number variation
had increased to a level that caused problems. The cause for this increase remained
unidentified despite the best efforts of the operating personnel to detect the root causes.
Therefore a specific problem solving project was launched. The root causes were
identified using statistical tools to supplement the profound process knowledge of the
operating personnel. The CRISP-DM was referred to as a guideline in the problem solving.
This manuscript is structured as follows: it begins with a review of data analysis
methodologies, focussing on the CRISP-DM. Section 3 discusses what needs to be
considered when applying CRISP-DM to continuous process data mining and problem
solving. A literature review of academic research on the impacts of kappa number
variability in pulp manufacturing is presented in Section 4. In particular the economic
impact of kappa number variability is discussed. Section 5 proposes research questions and
describes the research and data collection methods used. Section 6 presents the
troubleshooting case, referring to CRISP-DM step by step. The economics of kappa
variability in this case are also discussed in this section. Section 7 discusses the applicability
of CRISP-DM in this case. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future research proposed.
2. Data analysis methodologies
Methodologies for the systematic deployment of data analysis and problem solving work
have been proposed. The CRISP-DM is considered a general and industry-independent
approach to data mining. Being a general process, CRISP-DM does not promote
particular methods or software in problem solving (Anand et al., 2007; Larose, 2005).
In addition to the CRISP-DM approach, the Six Sigma DMAIC (define, measure, analyze,
improve, control) process emphasizes measurement of system performance and the
executing of controlled experiments (Breyfogle, 2003).
CRISP-DM describes the activities that should be carried out in different steps of the
data mining process. CRISP-DM is a hierarchical description, the top level of which
consists of the six phases listed in Table I (Chapman et al., 2000). CRISP-DM places a
strong emphasis on including the business point of view in data mining, a perspective
that scientifically oriented data miners tend to neglect. CRISP-DM also recognizes the
iterative nature of data mining. For example, the first results of the modeling phase
typically indicate that further data preparation should be carried out.
The second hierarchical level of CRISP-DM further divides the top-level phases into
tasks (Figure 1). The third and fourth levels are defined as places for describing how
the methodology is to be applied in particular types of projects and particular projects,
correspondingly. For example, one of the tasks in the top-level phase modeling is select
modeling technique. The third level is intended for describing domain and problem
type specific specializations, such as selecting a suitable modeling technique for the
troubleshooting of pulp processes. The fourth level is intended more as a record of an
actual data mining project that has been carried out, describing which particular
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Phase

Description

Business
understanding
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Table I.
Top-level phases
in CRISP-DM

A data mining project starts by defining the objectives and the requirements from
the business perspective, and these are converted into a concrete data mining
problem
Data
When the problem has been defined, the data that is used to solve the problem is
understanding
retrieved. Once the data are available, it is also considered and explored
preliminarily in order to gain insight into its characteristics and quality
Data preparation The raw data are processed and transformed into an appropriate form for the
modeling and analysis tool(s) to be used in the project
Modeling
Information about process phenomena is extracted via the application of
appropriate modeling and analysis techniques to the prepared data. The
parameters of the model(s) are estimated and optimized so that the model best
serves the purpose it was designed for. The validity of the model is also assessed
Evaluation
The estimated models and/or the gained knowledge are evaluated from the
business perspective to ensure they fulfill the business objectives
Deployment
The estimated models and/or the gained knowledge are organized for utilization
in the organization or by the customers
Source: Chapman et al. (2000)

modeling technique was selected and why. With such encouragement for methodology
specialization, CRISP-DM explicitly acknowledges that data mining work should be
adapted to the characteristics of the actual problem domain and the actual data set. The
suggested strategy for methodology specialization includes adding any details specific
to the current context and removing any details not applicable to it.
3. CRISP-DM in problem solving of a continuous process
Solving process variability issues typically requires statistical data analysis. In such
analyses, the characteristics of the problem domain have to be taken into account. The
analysis has to consider a relatively large number of process variables with a multitude
of physical and chemical mechanisms of mutual interaction. These interactions have long
and variable-length delays as variability symptoms propagate through material flows,
recirculation, and feedback control loops. Typically, symptoms of the same variability
can be observed in hundreds of measurements throughout the plant (Saarela, 2006).
Furthermore, the kappa number is heavily autocorrelated, as are many other pulp and
paper process variables (Ho and Henriksson, 1992; Latva-Käyrä, 2001; Rantamäki et al.,
2013). Autocorrelation makes the use of statistical methods designed for statistically
independent time series somewhat challenging. Another typical challenge in the process
industry is measurement variability, which typically makes up half of the variability in
end product properties (Marquardt, 1999; Rantamäki et al., 2013).
3.1 Business understanding
The Business understanding phase (Figure 1, 1. Business understanding) seems not
to need any particular tailoring when CRISP-DM is used in the context of continuous
process problem solving.
3.2 Data understanding and data preparation
Special characteristics when solving problems in continuous processes include the
relatively large amount of mathematically expressed first principles a priori information

3. Data Preparation

1. Business Understanding

2. Data Understanding

Source: Adapted from Chapman et al. (2000)

1.4 Produce Project Plan

1.3 Determine Data Mining Goals

1.2 Assess Situation

1.1 Determine Business Objectives

2.4 Verify Data Quality

2.3 Explore Data

2.2 Describe Data

2.1 Collect Initial Data

3.5 Format Data

3.4 Integrate Data

3.3 Construct Data

3.2 Clean Data

3.1 Select Data

Data

4.2 Generate Test Design
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(→ e.g. linearization). For example, the relationship between the pressure difference
and flow rate may be linearized in data preprocessing (Figure 1, 3.3 Construct data).
Time series characteristics (e.g. autocorrelation) complicate the estimation of statistical
significance. Special challenges also lie in variable delays and changing dynamics,
because the characteristic frequencies of the system depend on, for example, how full
each tank is. Sample rates may also differ, depending on which type of measurement
is in question (continuous/analyzer/laboratory analysis). Measurement availability
varies, e.g. a measurement produces reliable data, say, 99.7 percent of the time, whereas
the probability of simultaneous reliability for more measurements is much poorer
(for n ¼ 1,000 measurements, at only 5 percent (1−p)n).
3.3 Modeling
In the modeling phase (Figure 1, 4. Modeling), it is essential to pay attention to the time
scale of the problem. The time scales of process problems can be roughly divided into
three major classes: stationary, sporadic, and variable. These three major classes require
different analysis techniques (Figure 1, 4.1 Select modeling techniques). Also, the modeler
needs to consider whether a model is to be used for troubleshooting or for process control.
Models used for process control have to be valid for the whole operating range and they
have to be robust against minor changes, wear, and fouling in the process. In practice,
these requirements imply that the model cannot be a detailed representation of an
industrial-scale process. In troubleshooting, however, a model has to be detailed enough
to facilitate identification of individual faults. In practice, such detailed models of
industrial-scale processes can only describe the process in a relatively narrow operational
window, and the model becomes outdated when the fault is remedied. Consequently,
models built for troubleshooting are used once and then discarded.
3.4 Evaluation
First evaluation of solution feasibility (Figure 1, 5.1 Evaluate results) is based on the
a priori knowledge of the process personnel; in some cases, this is sufficient. Expected
benefits should be balanced considering the costs of further analysis, inspection,
planned trials, or equipment replacement.
In other words, if the required actions are easy to implement and low cost, they
can be tried, based on somewhat lighter evidence than more expensive corrections.
When evaluating the created model, in-depth knowledge of the target process is
essential. To verify the effectiveness of the improvement actions, data must be sampled
rationally from confirmation runs.
3.5 Deployment
In the deployment phase (Figure 1, 6. Deployment), solving a production problem
usually invalidates the identified DM models, so they are not stored for future use. This
evolution is an important “feedback loop” in CRISP-DM and part of its iterative nature.
3.6 Other considerations
The “feedback loops” in CRISP-DM are often (Kurgan and Musilek, 2006) considered
necessary for producing adequately accurate, reliable, and beneficial solutions. In
addition, they also coincide with cost-effective problem solving. Often a rapid, practical
solution is preferred due to accumulating costs or delayed benefits. An iterative solution
aiming at cost-effectiveness is “quick and dirty” to start with. This can bring benefits
fast, and then another evaluation can be made on whether to proceed to further analysis.
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As an example, in some process analysis cases it can suffice to preprocess only the time
series where an indication of the problem has been observed (Saarela, 2006). Data
preprocessing (Figure 1, 3. Data preparation) is by far the most time-consuming operation
and thus an identified bottleneck with a potential for faster deployment.
4. Kappa number variability
Excessive kappa number variation in digested pulp causes problems in the downstream
processes of screening, washing and bleaching, Figure 2. Unevenly delignified pulp
contains under- and overcooked parts that differ in properties compared to the target.
Undercooked parts increase the amount of reject in screening (Table II). Large amounts of
reject increase the load on the screening process so that the machine capacity may be
exceeded. Usually reject is recycled to the cooking process and a large recycling amount
creates a “hidden factory” (Revelle, 2013), i.e. part of the cooking capacity is used to
handle recycled reject instead of new incoming material. Digesting the same fibers a
second time turns them into overcooked parts. Overcooked parts decrease cooking yield
and also deteriorate pulp strength properties (Table II), as cooking selectivity is poorer at
lower kappa numbers. Strength variation in pulp causes problems in the papermaking
process (Roisum, 1990).
Pulp strength properties vary with uneven cooking. Tensile strength varies because
the fiber hemicellulose content varies (Paavilainen, 1989). The strength delivery of
cooking means the ratio of strengths when comparing pulp made in the laboratory and
in the mill process using the same raw material. In unevenly cooked pulp, strength
delivery is claimed to be poorer than in evenly cooked pulp. However, reported results
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3
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Figure 2.
Bleached kraft pulp
manufacturing
process

Increased amount
Chemical
of reject
Yield loss Strength loss consumption increase

Tichy and Procter (1981)
–
Yes
No/yesa
Yes
Horng et al. (1987)
–
–
Yes
–
MacLeod (1990)
–
–
No
–
Botha and Gerischer (1992)
–
Yes
–
–
Gullichsen et al. (1992)
Yes
Yes
Yes
–
Tikka et al. (1993a)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Tikka et al. (1993b)
Yes
Yes
No
–
b
Thomson and Gustafson (2000)
No
–
No
Nob
a
Notes: Depending on the shape of the kappa number distribution (“Gaussian”/“non-Gaussian”);
b
statistical significance tested

Table II.
Consequences
of kappa
number variation
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of the impact of kappa number variation on strength loss are inconsistent (Table II). All
the cases reported in Table II used softwood as raw material except the trial made by
Botha and Gerischer (1992).
A large variation in kappa number means the process average has to be adjusted to
an unfavorable zone. Uneven cooking causes increased chemical consumption in
bleaching (Tichy and Procter, 1981; Tikka et al., 1993a). Increased bleaching chemical
consumption means increased variable costs. Estimated cost due to kappa number
variation has not been reported in the literature.
The Taguchi loss function states that all deviation from the target increases the total
cost associated with variation (Taguchi, 1986):
L ¼ kð ymÞ2 ;

(1)

where L represents loss, m is the target value, y is the actual value, and k is the
coefficient derived from a known state. Thus there is no clear borderline between good
and poor performance. Instead, the cost increase due to deviating from the target value
can be considered as roughly quadratic.
5. Research methodology
In addition to solving the variability issues, the problem solving project aimed to
answer the following research questions:
RQ1. What needs to be considered when tailoring CRISP-DM for problem solving in
continuous processes?
RQ2. Is it possible to connect kappa number variation with the variable costs of
pulp manufacturing and, if so, what is their mutual correlation?
Data were acquired through interviews, observation, improvement team meetings, and
downloading process data from the cooking plant upper level control system and process
information system (Figure 1, 2. Data understanding). The data were preprocessed and
analyzed using Excel, Matlab, Minitab, NeuroSense, and SIMCA (Figure 1, 3. Data
preparation and 4. Modeling).
6. Troubleshooting
The design production capacity of the case pulp mill was 500,000 Adt/year bleached
softwood kraft pulp, which corresponds to 170 truckloads of wood raw material per
day. The cooking process used was batch cooking with ten digesters. Kappa number
measurements were made with an automatic kappa analyzer[1]. The interval for
individual measurements was approximately 15 minutes. Measurement repeatability
according to the device manufacturer was ±0.5 units (1σ) in the case operating window.
Kappa number measurement as well as data from thousands of other variables were
stored in the mill information system. A schematic diagram of the process where the
improvement efforts were focussed is presented in Figure 2. The softwood raw material
(chips) was screened, cooked to pulp in a batch process, then washed and screened. The
screened pulp was delignified with oxygen and then bleached to final brightness.
The SuperBatch cooking process is divided into different stages: chip fill, impregnation
with warm black liquor, hot liquor fill with addition of the required cooking chemical,
heating with steam, cooking, displacement with cool wash liquor, and pump discharge,
see Figure 3.
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The kappa number variation in the case mill cooking process had increased by
41 percent (standard deviation increase from 0.983 to 1.386) over a period of 20 months.
Between months 16 and 21, lost production equaled almost 3,000 Adt, due to the
increased variation which caused plugging, leading to unplanned maintenance breaks.
The aim of the project was to return the kappa number variation to its previous level
and to decrease the amount of lost production (Figure 1, 1. Business understanding).
Measurement data used in the troubleshooting (Figure 1, 2.1 Collect initial data,
2.2 Describe data) consisted of:
•

•
•

•
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response data (individual kappa number measurements, uneven sampling,
approx. 100 samples/d);
cooking plant upper level control data (231 variables, approx. 40 samples/d);
online measurement data of cooking plant (49 variables), screening (89 variables)
and oxygen delignification (18 variables) (1 sample/10 minutes); and
chip screening measurements (6 variables, 1 sample/d).

Data were analyzed using correlation, regression, and visualization. In particular,
trend plots and scatter plots were visually examined to evaluate data quality and
cross-correlation functions were used to quantify process delays (Figure 1, 2.3 Explore
data and 2.4 Verify data quality). The mill produced two different pulp grades. Only
one of them was chosen for further analysis (Figure 1, 3.1 Select data). The measurement
data were preprocessed by removing production disturbances (i.e. production rate under
1,000 Adt/d) and obvious outliers (Figure 1, 3.2 Clean data). The absolute time labels of
upper level control data were modified to corresponding relative values representing the
duration of the different stages in the batch cooking process (Figure 1, 3.3 Construct
data). The data were merged according to the time labels to a uniform sample interval of
10 minutes, with bookkeeping in which readings of the resulting data matrix were
available (Figure 1, 3.4 Integrate data).
6.1 Defective steam nozzles
The kappa number time series was searched for periodical components by calculating
its power spectrum (Figure 1, 4.1 Select modeling techniques, 4.3 Build model). In the
spectrum chart (Figure 4), the area below the curve describes the power of fluctuation
on different cycle lengths (frequencies). In the spectrum for month 20, a dominant
frequency could be seen at approx. 5 × 10−5 Hz (five hours). This five-hour cycle length
corresponded to the pulp digester operating cycle. The fluctuation at this frequency
was thought to relate to a defective digester. The time series graph (Figure 5) reveals a
frequent downward peak in kappa number every five hours.
The delay from a certain batch to the measurement result was approx. 45 minutes.
When comparing the ten different digesters, digester number four was found to
produce an average 0.8 unit decrease in kappa number 48 minutes after the beginning
of discharge. This corresponds to the known process delay (45 minutes).
Digester-specific differences were analyzed using the cooking plant upper level
control data. Certain digesters diverged in operation especially during heating, when

Chip fill

Impregnation

Hot liquor fill

Heating

Cooking

Displacement

Discharge

Figure 3.
SuperBatch
cooking stages
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21,3
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the large steam nozzles were open for an exceptionally short time. This was due to the
small steam nozzles being defective in that they let an abnormally large amount of
steam into the digesters. Thus digester temperatures were already high before opening
the large steam nozzle.
Upon inspection (Figure 1, 5.1 Evaluate results), some small steam nozzles from the
digesters were found to be defective (Plate 1).
The defective small steam nozzles from digesters 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 were replaced
(Figure 1, 6. Deployment). Inspection of small steam nozzles was implemented in the
preventive maintenance plan and the supplier improved the nozzle construction
(Figure 1, 6.2 Plan monitoring and maintenance). Nonetheless, the kappa number
variation still remained bigger than in the reference period (Table III), (Figure 1, 5.2
Review process).
6.2 Fouled heat exchanger
Action was taken on the damaged equipment that was detected. Because the kappa
number variation still remained bigger than in the reference period (Table III),
troubleshooting continued (Figure 1, 1.2 Assess situation).
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Plate 1.
Defective small
steam nozzles from
digesters 9 (above)
and 4 (below)

Note: The diameter of the small steam nozzle is 150 mm

Month
1 (reference)
20 (problem recognized)
23 (after replacement)

Mean

SD

21.0
20.2
20.6

0.983
1.386
1.189

The second approach was to use long-term (1-30 days) variation and average
parameters calculated from the process variable data. The measurement data used in
troubleshooting (Figure 1, 2.1 Collect initial data, 2.2 describe data) consisted of:
•

response data (individual kappa number measurements, one-day and one-month
standard deviation statistics of kappa number measurements);
•
cooking plant upper level control data (231 variables, data resolution 1/minute); and
•
one-day average statistics of online measurement data from the cooking plant
(667 variables) and oxygen delignification (200 variables).
In addition to earlier ways of data gathering, data were collected with the Metso DNA
Process Explorer, which gave the opportunity to use aggregates (such as standard
deviation) calculated from the data directly (Figure 1, 3.3 Construct data).
The measurement data were preprocessed by removing production disturbances
(production rate one-day average less than 400 Adt/d) and obvious outliers (Figure 1,
3.1 Select data, 3.2 Clean data). The limit value for removing data was different because
of the different data resolution. Duplicates were removed from the response data.

Table III.
Kappa number
deviation before and
after replacing
defective small
steam nozzles
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The measurement data were merged according to time labels (Figure 1, 3.4 Integrate data).
The cooking plant upper level control data were not merged with the measurement data.
The kappa number standard deviation of a 30-day period (timeframe approximately
3.5 years) was found to correlate with the H factor standard deviation (Figure 6),
(Figure 1, 2.3 Explore data). The H factor is a calculated variable which combines
cooking time and temperature to describe delignification as one kinetic reaction
(Gustafsson et al., 2011). The H factor is usually used as a control variable in the
cooking process. The variation in the H factor suggested that there were problems in
the cooking process time or temperature control.
The H factor was then studied more closely with batch-specific upper level control
system data. Batch-specific total cooking H factor and heating phase H factors were
available. When performing tests for equal variances on the total cooking H factor sum,
there was no statistically significant difference between the digesters. However, with
the heating phase H factor variation, the situation was different. There was a difference
between digesters in the heating phase H factor and heating time variation. In further
studies using partial least squares regression (Eriksson et al., 2001) and daily
aggregates of data, it was found that the black liquor heat exchanger temperature level
had decreased and the variation increased (Figure 7). This had led to increased
variation in the hot black liquor accumulator, which in turn caused temperature and
heating phase H factor variations in individual cooks (Figure 1, 4.3 Build model).
Upon inspection, the heat exchanger was found to be fouled (Figure 1, 5.1 Evaluate
results). Cleaning during a mill shutdown rectified the situation (Figure 7). The kappa
number standard deviation, which had further increased to 1.3, probably due to fouling,
decreased to 1.1, even though the process was run at a higher kappa number level
afterwards (Figure 8).
As a result of the findings of the project, it was ensured that the fouled exchanger
could also be cleaned during operation (Figure 1, 6.2 Plan monitoring and maintenance).
An additional benefit was the reduced requirement for fresh steam, which reduced
overall energy consumption.
Fitted Line Plot
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6.3 Economics of kappa number variability
The detrimental effect of an increase in kappa number variability has been mentioned
in several papers (Table II). However, none has given data on how much variation in
kappa number costs in an actual production environment. During the studied period,
the 30-day standard deviation in kappa number varied from 1.7 to 2.8. At the same
time, the 30-day average unit cost for bleaching chemical varied from approximately
−3 to +3 €/Adt. When performing a simple linear regression between 30-day standard
deviations in kappa number and 30-day average chemical unit cost, a 0.31 coefficient
of determination (R2) was achieved (Figure 9). In economic terms, it may be predicted
that an increase of one unit (1.7-2.8) causes an increase of roughly 3 €/Adt in chemical

Figure 8.
Individual-moving
range control chart
kappa number
before and after heat
exchanger cleaning

JQME
21,3

Figure 9.
Bleaching chemical
cost difference from
the mean as
a function of
kappa number
standard deviation
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Fitted Line Plot
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cost. In a facility producing 500,000 Adt/a, this corresponds to a difference of 1.5 million
euros a year in production costs (Figure 1, 5.1 Evaluate results).
The Taguchi loss function (Equation 1) can be fitted to produce an approximately
similar result (Table IV) as in linear regression between kappa number standard
deviation and chemical consumption (Figure 9).
7. Applicability of methodology
RQ1. What needs to be considered when tailoring CRISP-DM for problem solving in
continuous processes?
7.1 Business understanding
The business understanding phase (Figure 1, Table I) worked as such when dealing
with problem solving in this continuous process case, so there seems to be no particular
need for tailoring. Moreover, studies such as these provide tools for estimating
economic consequences, which affect the decision on how much effort can justifiably be
expended on solving, verifying, and fixing a particular problem.
7.2 Data understanding and data preparation
In the data understanding (Figure 1, 2. Data understanding) and data preparation
(Figure 1, 3. Data preparation) phases, the autocorrelation of kappa number was
Table IV.
Taguchi loss function
(Equation (1))
calculations of
chemical
consumption due to
kappa number
variation

Difference from kappa number target, ( y−m)
Chemical consumption difference from mean, €/Adt
Chemical consumption loss (L), €/Adt
Coefficient (k)
Actual kappa number ( y)
Target kappa number (m)

1.50
−1.97
1.58
0.70
24.50
23.00

1.75
−1.40
2.14
0.70
24.75
23.00

2.00
−0.74
2.80
0.70
25.00
23.00

2.25
0.00
3.54
0.70
25.25
23.00

2.50
0.83
4.38
0.70
25.50
23.00

2.75
1.75
5.29
0.70
25.75
23.00
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present, which is an example of a problem typical for continuous chemical process data.
Echoes of the same variability source in different measurements could also be detected
in many variables.
7.3 Modeling
The modeling techniques selected in this work (Figure 1, 4.1 Select modeling
techniques) fell into the category of dependency analysis (Chapman et al., 2000).
In the first case, the periodical component in the output variable was compared
to operational cycles in the mill processes. This led to the identification of
process machinery that was performing abnormally. In the second case, data
were used to connect transitions in response variables and predictors on a longer
time scale.
7.4 Evaluation
The evaluation phase (Figure 1, 5. Evaluation) in this case consisted of three
different actions. Suspected defective or fouled equipment was checked. Any
anomalies found were repaired or cleaned. The action response was verified by
confirmation runs.
7.5 Deployment
In the deployment phase (Figure 1, 6. Deployment), the benefits gained were
maintained by means of equipment or process changes (Figure 1, 6.2 Plan monitoring
and maintenance). After the first case (defective steam nozzles), the model that had
been created was abandoned once the result had been gained. A new model was
created to analyze the smaller disturbance sources better. This evolution is an
important “feedback loop” in CRISP-DM. Solving a production problem in this
case invalidated the identified DM models, so they were not stored for future use
(Figure 1, 5. Evaluation):
RQ2. Is it possible to connect kappa number variation with the variable costs of
pulp manufacturing and, if so, what is their mutual correlation?
The results obtained suggest that there is a connection between kappa number
variation and the variable costs of pulp manufacturing. One unit in kappa
number standard deviation equals a difference of roughly 3 €/Adt in bleaching
chemical cost. In a 500,000 Adt/year production facility this means potential savings
of 1.5 million €/year. The Taguchi quadratic loss function seems to be applicable
in this case. The cost of wood raw material is not included in these figures. However, if
the kappa number target can be increased by one unit due to a smaller deviation, the
economic result will be considerable. The empirical value for a yield increase in
SuperBatch cooking is approximately 0.2 percent on wood per kappa number unit
(Gustafsson et al., 2011). Even without including wood raw material, decrease in
production loss or increase in energy savings, the payback period of the problem
solving project may only be a matter of days.
8. Conclusions and further research
The CRISP-DM is a general and industry-independent approach to data mining.
CRISP-DM does not promote any particular methods or software. CRISP-DM describes
the activities that should be performed in different steps in the data mining process.
It is a hierarchical description, the top level of which consists of six different phases.
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CRISP-DM emphasizes the business point of view in problem solving and recognizes
the iterative nature of data mining.
When producing bleached kraft pulp, excessive variation in the kappa number of
digested pulp causes problems in the downstream processes of screening, washing,
and bleaching. Equipment may be plugged and production capacity lost due to the
“hidden factory.” Pulp yield is lost, because the process average has to be adjusted
as a result of the large variation. Chemical consumption is increased, thus causing
a higher environmental load, and strength properties deteriorate because of the large
kappa number variation.
The case mill is a facility producing 500,000 Adt/year of bleached softwood
kraft pulp. The mill had problems with an excessive variation in kappa number.
Recognized symptoms of excessive kappa number variation caused production losses
and increased bleaching chemical consumption. The root causes for the kappa number
variation were detected using the CRISP-DM data mining approach. The root causes in
this case were defective and fouled equipment. Once the equipment causing variation
was identified, it was checked, repaired, cleaned, and improved. As a result of these
actions the variation in kappa number was decreased to a lower level. The economic
impact of the variation could be estimated using long-term aggregates of response and
predictor data.
Based on this case study, CRISP-DM seems to work in problem solving for a
continuous process with the above-mentioned special features. In addition, the cost of
kappa number variation can be estimated and the Taguchi loss function is a possible
tool for estimating the cost of variation in pulp manufacturing.
The findings of this study are based on one case only. Cost data is from
the actual production process and there could be contributing factors other than
kappa number variation. However, this is the first published result of the costs
of kappa number variation. Further research on applying CRISP-DM to continuous
process cases is suggested. The cost of variation in the pulping process in different
facilities could also be a topic for future studies.
Note
1. www.metso.com/Automation/pp_prod.nsf/WebWID/WTB-070131-2256F-8E560?Open
Document
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